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ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY
J. D. Blanton President
Lena J. Hawks . . Dean of Faculty
Lelia D. Mills . . . Dean of Women
Mrs. Elizabeth Plaskett ....
. . . Secretary of Home Department
Mrs. Mary R. Davis
. Assistant Home Department
Mrs. Solon E. Rose
. Assistaitt Home Department
Alma Paine Registrar
Alice B. Caldwell Bible
B.A., Carlton College
Albert Campbell Holt Bibie
Olive Carter Ross . Euylish, Art History
B.A., University of 'Nashville; Graduate Stu-
dent. Vanderbilt University : M.A., Columbia
Mary E. Andrews English
B.A., University of Kansas ; M.A.. Columbia
Irene M. Chambers .... English
B.A.. Denison University: M.A,, Columbia Uni-
Alice Cushman Hunter . . English
B.A. and Ph.D., University of Nebraska
Elda Illick English
B.S., Knox College : M.A., University of Chicago
Anna Pugh English
B.A., University of Arkansas : M.A., University
of Chicago
Ellene Ransom English
B.A. and M.A.. Vanderbilt University ; Special
Student, Columbia University
Theodora Cooley Scruggs ....
English, Psychology
B.A., Wellesley College ; Graduate Student, Chi-
cago University ; Student of Literature and His-
tory in Europe
Susan S. Souby English
B.A.. George Peabody College for Teachers
Margaret Borrowman Heron . . .
Assistant in English
M.A., University of Glasgow
Edith Katharine Greenlee . History
B.A.. Western Maryland College; M.A., Columbia
University
Caroline Leavell History
B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Columbia
University
Linda Rhea .... History, English
U.S.. Vanderbilt University; M.A.. Columbia
University
Catherine Ashburner . History, English
A.B., Wellesley College
Thomas J. Golightly
. . Sociology, Economics, Education
B.A., Transylvania College; B.D., Yale
Martha Annette Cason . . . Latin
B.A., University of Chicago ; M.A., Columbia
University
Helen Atwood Thach . Latin, History
Special Student. Chicago University and Uni-
versity of Colorado
Lena James Hawks . . Mathematics
B.A., Goucher College; M.A.. Vanderbilt Univer-
sity ; Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins
Elizabeth Brookes . . Mathematics
B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.A., George Pea-
body College
Euleen Brown .... Mathematics
A.B., Vanderbilt University
Morton Covington . . Mathematics
B.A., Vanderbilt University
W. H. Hollinshead . . . Chemistry
Ph.G. and D.Sc, Vanderbilt University
Elizabeth McFadden
Assistajit in Chemistry
B.S.. Vanderbilt University
Alma Hollinger Biology
B.A., M.A., University of Michigan ; Student,
Michigan Biological Station, and Marine Biolog-
ical Station. Venice, Cal.
Marion G. Kennish
Assistant in Biology
B.A., University of Southern California
ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY—Continuec
Kate Bradley Beziat
B.A.. Va
ate Studi
versity o
isar : M.A., Corne
nt, John Hopkins
Pierre E. Briquet French
Licencic es Lettres, University of Geneva
Una M. Spaller . Foods and Cookery
B.S.. Simmons Collepce
Margaret Kennedy Lowry ....
Textiles and Sewing
Special Student, George Peabody CoUeee for
Teachers
Laure Marie Schoeni
Ecole Secondaire, St. Imier
Student, University of Mii
of Chicaf^o
French
rland : Special
Leonie Vimont French
B.A., Adelphi College: M.A., Columbia Univer-
sity ; Graduate Student in Romance Languages,
Columbia University : Certificate of Special
Studies in French Literature and Philosophy,
University of Paris : Officer d'Acadcmie
Margaret Roberson Hollinshead . .
German
B.S. and M.A,, Vanderbilt University
SpanishJohn Clarke Johnson .
B.A., University of Mississippi ; Graduate Stu-
dent, Harvard University
Paul Thomas Manchester . Spanish
B.A., Park College: M.A., Vanderbilt Univer-
sity ; Graduate Work, University Chile
Pauline Sherwood Townsend . . .
. . . Director School of Expression
Graduate, New England Conservatory : Postgrad-
uate, Boston School of Expression : Special
Courses in New York, Chicago, and Boston
Mary Harris Cockrill .
rsity ;
Expression
aduate, Boston
Eunice Kinkead
. . . Assistant in Home Economics
B.S., George Peabody College for Teachers
Louise Gordon Art
Graduate of the New York School of Fine and
Applied Arts
Lillian Neusteadter Art
Graduate of the New York School of Fine and
Applied Arts
Lawrence Goodman
..... Director School of Piano
Pupil of Ernest Hutcheson, Josef Lhevinne, and
Sigismund Stojowski : Student at Ferucio Bu-
soni's Master School for Pianists, Basle, Switzer-
land : Scholarship Pupil, Peabody Conservatory
of Music. Baltimore, Md. : Formerly Teacher of
Piano, Van Ende School of Music, New York
City
Louise Best Piano
Pupil of Ernest Hutcheson and Sigismund Sto-
jowski : Pupil at Sterns University, Berlin : Pu-
pil of Rudolph Ganz : Theoretical Courses in the
Institute of Musical Arts, New York
Alice Kavanaugh Leftwich Piano
Graduate, Beethoven Conservatory, St. Louis ;
Pupil of Arthur Foote and B. J. Lang, Boston ;
three years in Paris with M. Moszkowski and
Wager Swayne
Emma L Sisson
Director School of Physical Education
Graduate. Sargent School of Physical Education
and of Gilbert Normal School for Dancing; Stu-
dent Harvard Summer School and Columbia Uni-
versity : Special Student in Corrective Gymnas-
tics, Children's Hospital, Boston
Catherine E. Morrison . . . . .
Physical Training, Athletics, Swimming
Diploma from Possee Gymnasium, Boston : Spe-
cial Student, Chaliff School, New York, and Co-
lumbia University
Sarah Clayton Jeter
Assistant in Athletics and Sivimyning
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School
Margaret Early Riding
Buda Love Maxwell .... Piano
Graduate, New England Conservatory of Music
under Madame Hopekirk and George Proctor ;
Pupil of Harold Bauer and Wager Swayne,
Paris
Hazel Coate Rose Piano
Pupil of William H. Sherwood, Glenn Dillard
Gunn, Victor Heinze ; Formerly Teacher of Pi-
ano, Cosmopolitan School of Music, Indianapo-
lis, Ind.
Estelle Roy Schmitz . .
Pupil of S. B. Mills, Harold von
Joseflty, New York : Otto Neitzel
Piano
Amelie Throne Piano
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ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY—Continued
FRErjf;RiCK Arthur Henkel . Pipe Organ
Graduate, Metropolitan Collejie of Music : Stu-
dent. Cincinnati Collepre of Music : Pupil of
Steinbrccher. Andre, and Sterling
Mary Venable Blythe
Sight Playing and Piano
Graduate, St. Mary's Hall, San Antonio : Pupil
of von Mickwitz and of Harry Redman, New
England Conservatory
Gaetano Salvatore De Luca . . .
. Director of School of Voice
P'or three years Pupil of Chevalier Edouardo
Carrado, Famous Teacher of Italv : for two years
Pupil of Chevalier Alfredo Sermiento. Caruso's
Coach : Pupil of Commendatore B. Carelli. Di-
rector Naples Conservatory : Pupil of Lombardi.
Florence, Italv : Pupil of Buzzi Peccia and Car-
bone, New York ; Pupil of Siiinor Baraldi, Lon-
Florence N. Boyee Voice
Student of Music in Oberlin College : Pupil of
Signer Vananni. Italy : Mesdames de Sales and
Bossetti, Munich : Oscar Seaele and de Reszke,
Paris
Helen Todd Sloan Voice
Pupil of George Deane. Boston : Isidore Brag-
giotti. Florence. Italv ; Gaetano S. de Luca,
Nashville
Kenneth D. Rose Violin
Pupil of McGibeny. Indianapolis ; Arthur Hart-
mann. Paris ; George Lehmann, Berlin ; Souky.
Prague : Formerly Teacher, Metropolitan School
of Music, Indianapolis, and Concert Master, In-
dianapolis Symphony Orchestra.
Alline Fentress
Violin Accompanist, Primary Assistant
Pupil of Kenneth D. Rose
Henry W. B. Barnes
Musical Sciences
Graduate, College of Music, Cincinnati : Pupil
of Dr. Arthur Mees. W. L. Tomlins. Dudley
Buck. New York : De Vincia, Rome ; Honorary
Member of Royal Philharmonic Society at Rome
Kathryn Kirkham
Assistant in Musical Science
B.Mus., Chicago Musical College
•D.
Hattie Thula Paschall
Voice Accompanist
Mattie Buckner Owsley
. . . . Superintendent of Practice
Lucy Kenneth Sutton
Stenography, Typewriting, Bookkeeping,
Covi7nercial Laiv
Honor Graduate of Business. Fall's Business Col-
lege
Dorothy Wilson
Louise Saunders
W. B. Wright Bursar
Henriette Richardson Bryan 1 ^oo,jj
Edna Nelluiis yand
Julia Blair ' Student
J Bank
Mary Neal
Mrs. T. H. Gaines
Mrs. Allen G. Hall
Mrs. Mary Lee Jeter
Mrs. Charlie D. McCome
Mrs. Anne R. Murrey
Mrs. Anna S. Brown
Mrs. J. W. Charlton
Annie Litton*
Mrs. Ada Means
Hostesses
Chaperons
Susan Childress Rucker 1 Graduate
Mamie B. Martin j Nurses
Carrie D. Moseley 1
Louise Moseley ! Field
Mrs. May R. Stewart f Rep^-esentatives
Lillia Towles -'








SENIOR CLASS

CLASS POEM
1925
By Lloyd Huston
How do we love thee, Ward-Belmont?
'Twere useless to number the ways.
With the pure white of truth and the gold flame of youth,
Our symbols thy standards upraise.
And let every breath of each Senior
Be to thy dear teaching a praise;
For we are the foremost, thy Seniors,
And after thine ideals we strive.
So it's hail to the name of Ward-Belmont
And the Seniors of '25
!
The asphodils pale of sweet memories
Will fragrantly cling through the years
Of our glad Senior ways, in our dear Senior days.
As we look back and smile through our tears.
But to-day let us love thee, Ward-Belmont,
And thrill these old walls with our cheers;
For we are the foremost, thy Seniors
;
On thy sweetest wisdom we thrive.
Hail to the name of Ward-Belmont
And the Seniors of '25
!
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AlUiOTT. MWINE
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05 Club. '21-2)
Hall. '25.Pioctoi Se
'iin't tt tunny that sonu folh:, ijou
lan't m :•,-,,
4 It' bovn tolKs you jus' miss a
lot-.
you
''The most agreeable cofnpanion, the
truest friend."
•'Trittaty trot, triltafu trot!
The faster she went, the farther
she got."
^UGH. Mildred Joyce^-IIHi
Agora
llad I'm small!"
President Chicago Club,
Hyphen Reporter, '24-25.
".4 daughter of the gods—
tall.
And most divinely fair."
Second Vice President Council,
'24 ; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '24-25.
"To make the world a friendly pUuc.
She show*; to it a friendly face."
BoEDBKER, Carol S.
,e's true to her u
and her friends.'"
'rctty to walk v
with, and pica
too."
BoWDEN, Louise Kinh;
se vicn die day by day, and I
tiyself feci ilV


Cole, Sae.ah Marc^kft Mis<soini
TiiK
Business Manager Milestones.
'25 ; Hyphen Eeporter, '24 ; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet, '24-25.
"Of such iron disposition she dare
vol drink for fear of rusting."
A K CIul). '23, '24-25.
talk, a great sweet si-
Secretary A K Club, '25.
"// silence were (lolden, I would he
the medium of
m
Cunup, LUELLA JoYCR Michigan
"Lu, mir little blonde,
/.s like the sunshine rays;
Whet-ever she may chance to go.
She tarvs the nights to days."
"Good sense and good ^lafur^
never separated."
DtiNCAN. Mary ELiZABRTH-Missouri
Osiron
"Quiet, but nevertkehss praeticaL"

"A good disposifh
than gold."
GooDWYN, Margaret Lane
South Carolii
TriK
STONES Staff, '25 ; "CoUeBe Maid,"
Treasurer T C Club, '24-25 :
"George Washington." '25.
"No better attribute to fame
Than these fe-w words: 'She played
the game' "
•Totsie- smiled,
seemed gay."
Grayiieal, Cora
T C
Vice President III
"You can't keep a good man down.
Nor a laugh, for that matter."

Hyphen Reporter. '24 ; Assistant
Editor Milestones, '25.
"Wc would applaud thee to the very
That should applaud again.'"
"She doeth little kindnesses
Which most leave undone,
spise."
Hunter, Harriet Tennessee
Digamnia
First Vice President Day Council.
'23.
"Where all are, she is
:
"Not too serious, not too (lay :
But a rare good fellow when it
to play"



Maktin. Behnice
XL
Tex
Secretary X L, 24-25.
"She should have been na
nie Ha-Ha' "
mvd 'Mi
Maktin, Ellen Illinois
Tri K
President Illinois Club, '23-24
;
Treasurer Senior-Middle Class, '23-
24 : Athletic Board, '23-24-26 ; Pres-
ident Tri K Club, '24-25 ; Manager
Basket Ball, '23-24.
" 'El,^ our good old athlete.
Into our eiass has come;
She laurfhs and talks the live-long
day,
And makes us all have fun."


President J mior Class, 19-20 .
Vice President Eastern Club, 19-20
Sergeant at A rms Tri K Club, 20-
21 ; President Eastern Club, 22-2 i ,
K Club, '22-23 , Vice
President Tri K Club, '21-22 , Cap-
tain Panthers . '21-22 ; President
Eastern Club. '23-24 ; President Tri
K Club, '23-24.
-Th( joUi>>.t, } appici^t bOrt of a .nr!
A>ul a I,,end (o .it;!/ o,u
"
cannot alwayi obliftc, but
%n always spealc oblis/inyly.'
Oltorf, Rosalis Texas
-If the
with
The m
rt of mail is depressed
is dispelled when this
Art Editor Hyphen. '23-24 ; Vice
President Louisiana Club, '24-25
;
Vice President Penta Tau Club, '24-
26.
"There she yoes, on her foes.
All. dressed np in her Sunday
clothes—
Our best gal.'"


Stkother, Mary Ruth Kentucky
Osiron
-Ifs better to be meek thnn -fierce."
Sullivan, Marion Tonii
Hyphen Staff.
K L Club. '22 : V:
Club. '22-23 : Gen
Student Council. ':
Student Council, ':
20-21 ; Secretary
:e President X L
?ral Proctor Day
4 : President Day
••Sh iirtiboJizea (i
anti loDulty.-

^''i'lTri n ii.J.n'*?fcVl''iy^V*^<^*^'»— -
"Blest with falcnf and inch art to
please"
"I want to be happy, hut 1 cau'f he
happy
Till I make you happij, too."
//ELBIV JILLEN- ^LrA/vojpzoi//js- coo/tr
GPADUATBS
c
a7£/X/A aA7?^&Tr Zoa/^BjS. ^MlT/f
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TRUE. HAP OF THt
UNITtD 5TATL5
CLASSES

SECIPJE-TA/Py
FRESHMAN CLASS
Mrs. Souey Sponsor
OFFICERS
Nancy O'Connor President
Jane C. Folk Vice President
Mary Townes Gaines Secretary
Mary Keller Treasurer
Virginia Bennett Sergeant at Arms
We are the children of the school,
Not 'sposed to have much sense;
But we will show you 'fore we stop
That we are not so dense.
We'll be the Seniors of the school
When six long years are o'er,
And 'twill be said when we are done
:
"You're greater than those before."
wm
f i ^1
\t>.l
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FLORENCE' CAVBISr SAPA POWSZL.
SOPHOMORE CLASS
Miss Covington Sponsor
OFFICERS
Florence Cavert President
HoRTENSE Ambrose Vice President
Sarah Powell Secretary
Mary Sleeker Treasurer
Augusta Wherry Sergeant at Arms
New and scared we were as Freshmen;
Awkward, stumbling, and quite green.
Working ever, we liave tried
To win your tiigh esteem.
Mention not the worthy Seniors,
Mention not the Freshmen green;
With Miss Covington as sponsor.
We will always be supreme.
Fortune ever will stick by us;
To be Seniors is our aim.
After that we'll keep on climbing'
Till we reach the hall of fame.
We will loyally back our school,
As on we daily strive
;
We'll be true to W.-B.—
We Sophomores of twenty-five.
52
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JUNIOR CLASS
Miss Andrews Sponsor
OFFICERS
ESTELLE Crandell President
Elizabeth Barthell Vice President
Mary Elizabeth Cayce Secretary
Elizabeth Bennett Treasurer
For three years we have remained more or less obscure, preparing our-
selves to become leaders of the "preps." We are not recognized so much as
a whole as we are by certain individuals of us who are prominent and out-
standing, not only in athletics, but in all other school activities. Next year
we will blossom forth, trained and experienced after the past three years,
fit to lead the Preparatory School as Junior Middles.
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YfCE P/?£S.
JANF DAVIS
MAUDE JZFZAUDi'/Sj
S£c'r^M) rj?£'A s.
PREP SPECIAL CLASS
Miss Sloan Sponsor
OFFICERS
Jane Davis President
Brownie Burger Vice President
Maude Alexander Secretary and Treasurer
"Yes, she is a Prep Special," we heard some one say.
"And what did she flunk in last year?" broke in some one else.
"0, math., I guess ! Clara is a Special, too. You know, she is specializ-
ing in dancing. Isn't it a pity?"
"Poor dears! No education—all music, art, and play!"
And so it goes. That is the reputation of the Prep Special Class. "No
education," they say. But, to the conti-ary, we are getting more than a
mere "education." Our education is one that will last. After all the rest
have forgotten the exact number of curves in the vertebrate, the dates of
the Renaissance, and quotations from Milton and Shakespeare, we will
have within our power all the lasting arts that are necessary to a finished
education.
58
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JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS

JUNIOR MIDDLES
Did some one inquire about all the little preps
"studying on the campus in groups of not more than
two?" Well, they're Junior Middles, using the priv-
ilege that is granted them for graduating. Don't
ever think they don't enjoy it! Why, who wouldn't
enjoy a few golden rays of sunshine after being
deprived of it for three years? And speaking of
pep ! They've got 'em all beat. In fact, the only
objection to the whole class is that they are not get-
ting degrees instead of certificates—only a small
matter, of course. Even with all our privileges,
though, we think that the mighty Seniors are first
in school—next to the Junior Middles. Don't you?
61
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JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Choisser, KlRTLYE Montana
Anti-Pandora
Vice President Western Club, '24-25.
"As true a friend, as congenial a companioii
as can be found."
Clements. Martha Tennessee
Beta
"None but herself can be her parallel."
Cleveland, Janis Nebraska
Osiron
Vice President Nebraska Club, '24-2.'').
"From care 1 am free."
Cliffe. Jose?iiine Tennessee
Beta
"But—0!—she dances such a winj!"
5
Collier, Estelle Tennessee
Digamma
•Prompt eloquence flowed from her lips in prose
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Creic.hton, Elizabeth Tennessee
Beta
Treasurer Junior Class. '23-24 ; Treasurer Student
Council. '24.
"Describe her who toy)—
An abridgment oj all that is pleasant in mail.''
Davis. Dorothy Illinois
Tri K
Proctor Heron Hall, '24 ; Treasurer Student Coun-
cil. '25.
"One thinq is forever good;
That one thing is success."
DsMcTT. DcRCTHY _ Kansas
A K
"Life's a pleasant institution;
Let us take it as it comes."
Dinning. Marion Michigan
Tri K
Treasurer Student Council, '24 ; Proctor Heron Hall.
'25
; Manager Water Polo. '25.
"Athletics are her specialty, but she does
everything well."
GAINE3. Edith Tennessee
Tri K
Secretary Junior Middle Class. '24-25: Manager
Swimming. '26 : Vice President Tennessee Club. '24-25.
"She is herself of best things a collection."
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Gricb. Jane Texas
Penta Tau
Captain Reirulars. '24-25 : Treasurer Athletic Board,
•24-25.
"JoUy and clever.
Athletic and care free.
Brilliant, jnagnetic"—that's .Jane.
Hassell. Frances Tennessee
T C
•Such a whirlpool in her head of fun and mischief!"
Hr.LLINSHEAD, HARRIET Tennessee
Beta
Vice President Freshman Class. '21-22.
-She was a friend indeed.
With all a friend's best virtues shiiiina brii/ht."
Holt. Helen Tennessee
"An affinitu for knowledge—
It sticks like glue:
Added to this is a sense of huynor. too."
HowsE. Helen Tennessee
Beta
'•Thi' lunatic, the lorer. ayni the poet
Are of imas/ination all compact."
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Jones, ViRGrNiA Tennessee
Digamma
Treasurer Sophomore Class. '22-23 : Secretary Jun-
ior Class, '23-24 : Academic Proctor, '24.
"So happy, so kind, and so still.
With her iiuict ways and her gentle will."
Kellum, Antoinette Florida
F F
Vice President Florida Club, '24-2.5 : Treasurer F F
Club, '24-25.
••Then saij there are better girls than I,
But I'll hare to get my glasses."
Kerr. Elizabeth Illinois
Penta Tau
"She has that grace so rare of being a finished
lady from ton to toe."
LiNDSLEY. Helen Tennessee
Beta
"Not that I like .itudy le.ss, but that I love fmi more."
McAllister, Louise Tennessee
Beta
Vice President Junior Middle Class, '24-25 ; Vice
President Beta Club, '24-25 ; Vice President Junior
Class, '24 ; Second Vice President Day Student Coun-
cil, '23.
"Titles of honor add not to her wealth.
Who is herself an honor to her title."
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
McQulDDY. Sue Tennessee
Digamma
"Let mc have music, and I seek nor more delight,"
Matthews, Melissa Tennessee
Beta
"May one like her be ever numbered among
our friends."
MiTCHBNER. Alline Mississippi
Tri K
President Junior Class, '23-24 ; Milestones Reporter,
'23-24 ; Business Manager Hyphen, '24 : Milestones
Staff, '25 ; Captain Athenians, '24-25.
"Ycu call have a circus with just her :
You don't need any Barnum,'
Moore, Helen Lane Tennessee
Digamma
"Here is a maid whose charm and grace
Is mirrored in her friendly face."
Moore, Maiiv Daniel Tennessee
Beta
",So well she cojiies her twin,
H'c cant tell one from father."
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Olsen. Lucia Adelaide Kansa
F F
"Her conversation was brief, and her desire was
to be silent."
Pearson, Eloisb West Virgini;
F F
"/ never trouble trouble
Till trouble troubles me."
Pearson, Marion Te
Beta
' A sunny face brightcyiji all cornel
Pflasterer, Elsie Tenn
Beta
"I vow that life for nic is one long snap."
Shackleford, Elizabeth Tennessee
Digramma
President Junior Middle Class, '24-25 : Captain Pan-
thers, '24-25 : Vice President Junior Class, '23 ; Aca-
demic Proctor, *24.
"She's a winner at whatever she plays."
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Sherman, Mauion Georgia
Agora
"Luuiih, atul the world laufihs with you;
Wccj), iiikI jfuit weep aloiic."
Thomas. Helen
Digamma
".4 comrade blithe and full of (/Ice.
Who dares to laugh out loud and free."
ToLMAN. Mary Alice
Digamma
Milestones Staff, '24.
"She is ijentlc and modest, rctirinii and ijood:
She alwaijs acts as a lady should."
Wade. Dorothy Tennessee
Digamma
"The most ayreeablc comiianion, the truest friend."
Ware, Ale.xandria Colorado
X L
Treasurer Junior Middle Class. 24.2.5.
-.Alex- Ware is my name:
Piano playing brinys me fame."
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Wakren, Maky Elizabeth Tennessee
Digamma
Student Council, '2:!; Vice President Sophomore
Class, '22-23.
"Nothhif/ fjrcat tvas ever achieved without
enthusiasm."
West, Sarah Ohio
Anti-Pandora
"The mildest of jnanners and the uentlest heart."
Willis, Allie Tennessee
Digamma
"A eheery smile, a pleasant way.
We'd like to meet her every day."
Yeahgin, Dorothy Mai Tennessee
Digamma
"She's a loyal friend, of brUliant miml. and a
'[/ood fellow' without end"
MoRELOCK, Mary Louise Tennessee
Beta
"It's pleasant to be pleasant and not critici:e."

f - m
rSCMA JONBS
SSCI?ETARY
SENIOR xMIDDLE CLASS
Miss Ransom Sponsor
OFFICERS
Evelyn Bales President
Lilly Hopkins Vice President
Velma Jones Secretary
ToAY Underwood Treasurer
Julia Warwick Assistant Treasurer
We are the future Seniors, the future leaders of Ward-Belmont. This
year we have spent in preparing ourselves for the great responsibility and
honor that are to be ours next year. We want as Seniors to live up to the
school motto by transmitting our school, "not less, but greater, better, and
more beautiful than it has been transmitted to us." It is toward this ideal
that we have struggled so painstakingly and faithfully ; it is for this ideal
that we have tried to become greater and better, not only as individuals,
but as a whole. If our spirit remains as great and indomitable as it has
been in the past, we are sure to succeed.
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ARCHfE TLAOa
y!C£.P/tBS.
P/,'£SIPEMT LOT^ CAZnarSLL.
COLLEGE SPECLA.L CLASS
Miss Boyer Sponsor
OFFICERS
Sarah Dunlap President
Archa Flagg Vice President
Lois Caldwell Secretary and Treasurer
The world of to-day is one of specialization, and specializatiou is conse-
quently the keynote, or watchword, of the College Special Class. Its mem-
bers specialize and become amazingly proficient in one certain line of work.
There are four such lines in Ward-Belmont—Music, Art, Home Economics,
and Expression. Music includes piano; vocal, and violin study; Art in-
cludes costume design, interior decoration, and poster work ; Home Eco-
nomics includes domestic art, or sewing, and cooking; Expression includes
not only the regular work of practice in expression, but also the study of
drama of all ages. With their special work the members of the College
Special Class take some academic subjects to round out their course and
themselves. So we College Specials believe our class to be the most mod-
ern, the most far-seeing, the most well-rounded class on the campus.
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THE
PHVSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
GYMNASTICS
ATIIITTICS
.SWIMMING
HORSEBACK RIDING
l^MMA I 5ISS0NI - DIRECTOR
CATIiEFJNE P: MOPKISOM - ASST. DIRECTOR
SAP-AH CLATOK JETER - INSTIiUCTuR
t,4ARGARET EAPX^' - RIDING INSTRUCTOR
"S^-
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GYMNASIUM
SWIMMING POOL
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THE
e:xpression depar'dihnt
DRAMATICS
PAGEAX'TRY
PUBLIC SPEAKING
PAULINE SHERWOOD TOWA'StyO DIRECTOR
F'lARY HARRIS COCKRIl.L ASSISTANT
»r
SCENES FROM "OLD LADY 31"
(Presented by Expression Department du)hig Sprinc/ Semeatrr)
ANGIE AND ABE SAY FAREWELL TO THE LI FILE HU.ME
ANGIE AND AHE WELCOMED BY THE OLD LADIES OF THE HOME
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TEXTILE DESIGN
INTERIOR DECORATION
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COSTUME DESIGN
COSTUME ILLUSTRATION
POSTER ADVERTISING
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HIGH-SCHOOL WORK
GENERAL ART COURSE
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THE
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
PIANO
VOICE
VIOLIN
ORGAN
MUSICAL SCIENCE
LAWRENCE GOODMAN - PIANO
GAETANO S.DELUCA - VOICE
KENNETH ROSE - VIOLIN
FREDERICK ARTHUR.HENKEL - ORGAN
HENRY W. BARNES - MUSICAL SCIENCE
te)
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LAWRENCE GOODMAN
Director of Piano
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SIGNOR GAETANO De LUCA
Director of Voice
KENNETH ROSE
Director of Violin
WARD-BELMONT ORCHESTRA
Mr. Kenneth Rose, by his excellent supervision of the Ward-Belmont
Orchesti'a, has established a tradition of a talented group of players.
About fifty instruments are represented—bassoons, oboes, drums, and oth-
ers, as well as a great number of reed and wind instruments.
The orchestra gave a most interesting program at the Ryman Audito-
rium early in April. Miss Claire Harper, of Chicago, who is studying
under Mr. Rose, was the soloist of the evening. She played beautifully.
To Mr. Rose's talent and interest is due the credit for an important fea-
ture of Ward-Belmont music life.
MR. HENKLE AT ORGAN
i:>OMi::s'ric .\rt
AND
liOMI-; l-CONOMK ti DfilMiTNENT
SEWING
TEXTILES
COOKF.m'
MARCAHCT Kr.NNCW l.OWKY
(;\,\ Sl'ALLER
ELiNk E KIXKC.M)
COOKElil
ASSISTANT
^
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SECRETARIAL DEPARTMENT
MISS LUCY KENNETH SUTTON
Director

ORGANIZATIONS

SARA MARGARET COLE
MAP/JE-TTA S MO^J
ASSrSVJTOIP
MILESTONES STAFF, 1925
Marietta Susan Moss Editor in Chief
Lloyd Huston Assistant Editor
Sarah Margaret Cole Business Manager
Mary Frances Byard Assistant Business Manager
Alice Nelson Second Assistant Business Manager
Elsie Stokes Advertising Manager
Elise Priester Art Editor
Margaret Moore Assistant Art Editor
Margaret Lane Goodwyn Literary Editor
Elizabeth Callender Assistant Literary Editor
Cecile Rudin Social Editor
Jane Davis Assistant Social Editor
Alline Mitchener Sports Editor
«e. w^i^
MILESTONES STAFF
Fii-st Row—Mary Frances Byard, Elsie Stokes, Elise Priester
Second Row—Margaret Moore, Margaret Lane Goodwyn, Elizabeth Callender
Third Row—Cecil Rudin, Jane Davis, Alline Mitchener
STUDENT COUNCIL, 1924
FIRST ROW THIRD ROW
Ellowee McKee President Rachel Crowdeb .... Proctor Senior Hail
Jane Campbell .... First Vice President Dcrothea Abbott Proctor Pembroke
Carolyn Bassett . . . Second Vice President Dorothy Davis Proctor Heron
SECOND ROW FOURTH ROW
Evelyn Babers Secretary Frances James Proctor Founders
Marion Dinning Treasurer Love Mae BnANmN Proctor Fidelity
Mary Frances Byard .... General Proctor Mildred Pool . Proctor North and South Front
Elizabeth Tatman Chapel Proctor
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STUDENT COUNCIL, 1925
FIRST ROW
Elizabeth Tatman President
Rachfx Crowdek .... First Vice President
Evelyn Babers .... Second Vice President
THIRD ROW
Maxine Abbott Proctor Senior Hall
Margaret Kirk Proctor Pembroke
Marion Dinning Proctor Heron
SECOND ROW
Eli;;abeth Fcggy Secretary
DcRCTHY Davis Treasurer
Martha McCutcheon .... General Proctor
Mary McClarry Chapel Proctor
FOURTH ROW
Ione Aitken Proctor Founders
Lilla Bowman Proctor Fidelity
Brownie Burger . Proctor North and So^lth Front
DAY STUDENT COUNCIL, 1924
Katherine Sloan President
Roberta Lightfoot Secretary
Elizabeth Creighton Treasurer
Virginia Jones Academic Proctor
Eleanor Graham General Proctor
DAY STUDENT COUNCIL, 1925
Marion Sullivan President
Eleanoe Graham Vice President
Whitfield IMorelli : Secretary
Helen Dickinson Treasurer
Peggy O'Connor Academic Proctor
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HYPHEN STAFF
MAHmTAS.MOSS MELEN MUIfTAGH MUt{£mjCHEMSR ALMA POTTS ^^^^°?JM!i£^,.
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REPORTERS, 1925
Mildred Morrison Peggy Masterson
Archa Flagg Martha Lambeth
Helen Barbee Alice Ingram
Helen Bevington
REPORTERS, 1924
Margaret Goodyn
Mary Elizabeth Currey
Lloyd Huston
Mary McClarry
Ruth Hornback
Cecile Rudin
Helen Barbee
Frances Cochrane
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Ina Rebman
President
Anna Ruth Jennings
General Manag'er
ATHLETIC BOARD
Katherine Killibrew Vice President
Dorothea Kahn Secretary
Jane Grice Treasurer
Estelle Crandell Manager Hockey
Polly Orr Manager Basket Ball
Marion Dinning Manager Water Polo
Edith Gaines Manager Swimming
Byington Carson Manager Tennis
Alline Mitchener Captain Athenians
Elizabeth Shackelford Captain Panthers
Jane Grice Captain Regulars
Elizabeth Tatman Captain Olympians
^ 4#
Y. W. C. A. CABINET, 1924-25
Miss Caldwell Sponsor
OFFICERS
Marion Packard President
Margaret Stouffer Vice President
Margaret Kirk, '24 Secretary
Katherine Kinne, '25 Secretary
Marjorie Sweet, '24 Treasurer
Eleanor Haggard, '25 Treasurer
MEMBERS
Mildred Ashbaugh Sarah Margaret Cole
Helen Murtagh Mary Frances Byard
Virginia Snider Hazelle Edwards
Virginia Ruckman Ruth Hornback
Hope White Mary Harmon
Mary Cromwell Rhodes Elise Priester
Jane Reed Truth Kirk
Mary Garner Bozarth Mable Gail
SOCIAL

STATE CLUBS
ALABAMA CLUB
President Sarah STEPHENSON
Secy-etary Helen Holmes
Treasiirei- LoiS Fall
Sponsor Miss Sloan
ARKANSAS CLUB
President Mary Bracy
Secy, and Treas. . . . Rebecca Allen
Sponsor MiSS Leavell
CALIFORNIA CLUB
President Florence Ramsaur
Vice President Helen Moore
Secy, and Treas. . . Eleanor Bedell
Sponsor MiSS Eaely
M
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EASTERN SECTION
FLORIDA CLUB
President . . . ERNESTINE Drumright
Vice President . Antionette Kellum
Secy, and Treas. . . Pauline Edwards
Sponsor Mr3. Davis
GEORGIA CLUB
President Emaline Hamby
Vice President . . . Pauline Bowden
Secretary Lily Hopkins
Treasurer Ira Gatewood
Sponsor Miss Mills
INDIANA CLUB
President Grace Thomas
Vice President Mary Miller
Secy, and Treas Rachel Baird
Sponsor Miss Kirkham
ILLINOIS CLUB
President . . Marguerite Gullickson
Vice President .... CORA Graybeal
Secy, and Treas. . . Elizabeth Kerr
Sponsor Miss Sisson
IOWA CLUB
President Hope White
Vice President . . . Ruth Hendricks
Sea-efary Julia Cotton
Treasurer RuTH McIntyre
Sponsor Mrs. Plaskett
KANSAS CLUB
President GRACE Vaniman
Vice President .... Marjorie Smith
Secy. & Treas. Gertrude Leavengoode
Sponsor Miss Andrews
KENTUCKY CLUB
President Alice Kennedy
Vice President .... Emily Johnson
Secretary . . . Mary Catherine Stum
Treasurer Reva Kemp
Sponsor Mrs. McComb
LOUISIANA CLUB
President Lee Archer Lewis
Vice President Alma Potts
Secy. & Treas Louise Smith
Sponsor Miss Spaller
MICHIGAN CLUB
President Polly Klock
Vice President . . . Eleanor Phelps
Secy. & Treas Sallie Tibbetts
Sponsor Mrs. Schmitz
MISSISSIPPI CLUB
President Elise Porter
Vice President . . . Helen Dornbush
Secy. & Treas. . . Alline Mitchener
Sponsor Miss Townsend
MISSOURI CLUB
President Dorothy Taul
Secy. & Treas LuciLE Kline
Sponsor Miss Hunter
NEBRASKA CLUB
President Marjorie Sweet
Vice President Helen James
Secy, and Treas. . . . Gertrude Held
Simnsor MiSS Kennish
OHIO CLUB
President Phyllis Kehm
Vice President Maey Call
Secy, and Treas. . . Hazel McCreary
Sponsor Miss BOYER
OKLAHOMA CLUB
President .... Mildred Mullendore
Vice President Velma JonES
Secretary Betty Brewer
Treasurer Dell Blatner
Sponsor Miss Chambers
TENNESSEE CLUB
President RuBY SpROUSE
Vice President Edith Gaines
Secretary Emily Campbell
Treasurer Eleanor Green
Sponsor Miss Nellums
TEXAS CLUB
President .... Elizabeth Carrigan
Vice President Louise Edens
Secy, and Treas Valda Thomas
Sponsor Miss BlytHE
WISCONSIN CLUB
President Helen Kohl
Vice President . . Margaret Godfrey
Seey. and Treas. . Marion Henschal
Sponsor Miss Hollingee
WESTERN CLUB
President Elizabeth Jones
Vice President . . . KiRTLYE Choisser
Secy, and Treas. . . . Roberta Douty
Sponsor Mlle. Schoeni
WEST VIRGINIA CLUB
President Janie Elwood
Vice President .... JuLiA RosEBERRY
Secretary Eloise Pearson
Treasurer Dorothy Bradford
Sponsor Miss Ross
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THE CLUB DANCES
FF
A quaint Bohemian garden
Of palettes and pictures rare;
The F F's in their colored smocks.
As we danced 'neath lights so fair.
PENTA TAU
A land of cross-word puzzles,
Of every shade and hue;
A jazzy little feature.
To pep things up for you.
TRI-K
The Pierrot panels rippled down,
And lightly touched the floor;
The black and white—a mystic dance.
With Tri-K ruling o'er.
TC
A faii-yland of snowflakes.
So fluffy and so light.
Ruled o'er by Mister Snow Man
—
'Twas such a wondrous sight!
X-L
A garden grand of flaming red.
With hearts that danced above,
And Cupid reigning over all
;
It breathed of truest love.
ANTI-PANS
The mystic lure of Hallowe'en,
In all its gold and black.
Made this night for all supreme.
Watched o'er by good old "Jack."
AGORA
"Around the deck," with— 0, such fun I
And eats fit for a queen
—
A feature that delighted all.
One of the best I've seen.
DEL VERS
The dance of the Blue Moon
—
'Twas truly a treat,
Lit up by dim lights.
And the many dancing feet.
OKLAHOMA, IOWA, NEBRASKA
A world of golden butterflies
To cheer things up a bit.
As all the girls in ecstasy
Throughout the dance did flit.
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THE CLUB DANCES
OHIO, KENTUCKY
Pol Parrot held the ruling hand
When things were in full sway,
And made the night a joyous one
For all the guests, they say.
ILLINOIS
A regular good old college swing
Of pep and worlds of fun
;
A bevy of dancing, happy souls
—
None better 'neath the sun.
KANSAS, MISSOURI, ARKANSAS
A trip into the country,
The smell of new-mown hay;
A barn dance of the greatest.
Where e'en the calf held sway.
MICHIGAN, WISCONSIN
The weird old emerald city,
Of the mystic land of Oz,
With all its rarest creatures.
Let's give 'em fifteen rahs!
INDIANA, LOUISIANA
A "sporty" little party,
And a jazzy little tune;
A good time had by every one.
0, it was o'er too soon
!
FLORIDA
Florida, with its hanging moss
And "springy" atmosphere,
Was brought unto Ward-Be'mont;
They truly brought it here.
AK
The green of the shamrock,
The lure of the night,
St. Patrick himself
—
A beautiful sight!
TEXAS
The voice of spring brought near to us,
A delightful little bower
—
In this entrancing atmosphere
We spent a gorgeous hour.
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HALLOWE'EN DINNER
y^ HE yellow gleam of the pumpkins seen through the piles of corn-
V-/ stalks flanking the entrance, the witches gaily riding their cardboard
brooms over the tables, and "Jack-o'-Lantern" himself grinning
down at us, made Ward-Belmont's Hallowe'en Dinner seem a festive
occasion.
The diners felt that they were truly in the land of ghosts and goblins
when they saw the menus which promised such weird Hallowe'en edibles as
"abracadabra" and "autumn rubies." As the meal progressed, there came
a great clamor of tin pans and horns and clanking chains, and into the
room, dark save for the flickering lanterns, wound a long procession of
white-clad figures. Halting, they one by one recited the tale of their tragic
deaths.
"Some died from chewing gum,
Some were denied expression,
Others died from chickenpox,
Who should have died from repression."
Sad was the fate of any unsuspecting diner who was seen enjoying an
especially juicy morsel, for an icy cloth was sure to be dripped down her
back or a raucous horn to be "squawked" in her ears. In and out among
the tables went these spirits from another sphere, causing little squeals of
terror, till finally they wearied of their sport and withdrew to some ghostly
lair.
Left in peace from the danger of surprise attacks, the girls now had
opportunity to learn their future fates by the fortune-telling devices on
each table, and to examine the artistic decorations, which again exhibited
the ability of Mrs. Solon Rose for doing clever things.
THANKSGIVING DAY
v^ THANKSGIVING DAY—the one day of the year set aside for us to
V»/ think of all the good things for which we ought to be thankful.
Ward-Belmont girls will never forget the delightful Thanksgiving
Days they spent. Just preceding our Thanksgiving chapel service,
each girl came to the front and placed a gift on the table. Soon the table
was heaped high with the various contributions which were distributed
among the poor of Nashville. Dr. Vance, a favorite of all Ward-Belmont,
officiated at the Thanksgiving service. We all enjoyed the service a great
deal, and Dr. Vance helped us realize the innumerable things we had always
taken for granted.
After luncheon, most of the girls chose to attend either the Vanderbilt-
Sewanee football game or "Abie's Irish Rose." Those who attended the
football game had a fine time, due to the lovely day and the outcome of the
game. Sewanee carried away the honors of the day. "Abie's Irish Rose"
was greatly enjoyed by those girls who chose that amusement for the after-
noon. It put everybody in the best of spirits, and there were continual out-
bursts of laughter. To carry out the idea of the first Thanksgiving, that
of the Pilgrim Fathers, we all dressed as Puritan maids for dinner. We
wore dark dresses, kerchiefs, and a white headpiece. The dinner was
truly a Thanksgiving one. We had Puritan soup, turkey, cranberry con-
serve, Thanksgiving salad, 'n' everything good ! During the dinner Miss
Kathryn Kirkham, a popular member of the faculty, sang several selec-
tions, which were delightful. Then "Dixie Land" burst forth from the
piano, and the Southern girls arose and sang and cheered. Not long after
we heard the strains of "Yankee Doodle," and the girls from the North
showed their spirit by rising, singing, and clapping.
After dinner, almost everybody went to the movie in chapel. It was
"The Celestial City," with Barbara La Marr and Ramon Navarro. Before
it started, girls representing the various States gathered around the piano,
and we soon knew that evei'y State from the Atlantic to the Pacific was
represented.
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ALL-CLUB DINNER
T was the last night of school. Our trunks had gone, and we were
left with only our traveling clothes and one evening dress. That
evening dress was to be worn that night to the last dinner we would
all have together. Every one was in a hurry, for time was flying.
At the ringing of the big bell we rushed to our clubrooms to say good-by
to that beloved place. It had served us well—had laughed with us, smiled
at us, and enjoyed our cheery company. Now it wept with us because we
were leaving it alone. Youth's exuberance would not fill its dignified walls
again until next year. Sadly we parted, and rather dismally we sauntered
into the dining room. But our spirits rose when we entered that lovely
place. It was happy, and its bright lights winked at us and made us laugh
again. The decorations were a conglomeration of colors. Every club
used its own color for the decoration of its individual section of the room.
While enjoying the several courses of the delicious menu, all of the club
songs were sung, and Dr. Blanton awarded the gold medal offered by Mrs.
Solon E. Rose for the best contribution to Milestones.
We were happy, but we were sad also. One look again at our dining
room, many farewells, firm handshakes, smiles through floods of tears, and
good wishes for all. Then we go out. It is our last dinner together. Ap-
propriately it is called "All-Club," featuring the ten social clubs which have
meant so much of light and sweetness and comradeship in our Ward-Bel-
mont days.
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MARTHA AND CEOKCK WASHlNC'l'ON
GEORGE WASHINGTON DINNER
ONCE again the old drawing room echoes the gay laughter of colonial
dames and their privileged beaux. It is a joyous evening when the
daughters of Ward-Belmont gather to celebrate the birthday of the
beloved "Father of Our Country," George Washington. The pow-
dered wigs and colonial dress liven the scene of revelry. As Martha and
George, the carefully chosen two, slowly descend the winding stairway,
a hush falls over the throng of awe-inspired faces of their devoted
admirers. George and Martha lead their friends in gay procession to the
attractively decorated dining room, where they seat themselves in con-
genial groups to enjoy music along with an elaborate dinner.
After the demi tasse and mints have been served, every George escorts his
Martha from the dining room to the ballroom, where, after watching the
Senior Class do a graceful minuet, the remainder of the evening is spent in
dancing.
MAKiETTA M05S
AVAY
HELEN dimtm EUSE PRIESTE^
PREPMAID COLtEGEiMI'D
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MAY DAY
PRING brings with it every year the coronation of the May Queen
of Ward-Belmont, a ceremony of supreme loveliness. The corona-
tion takes place on the campus, so much inclosed as to resemble a
large open court. Gay with colors that blend with the hues of na-
ture, there yet seems to be an atmosphere of sacred beauty, a symbol of
youth, which enhances the charm of the scene.
Heralds announce the coming of the procession, led by girls bearing
May poles, which they plant at one side of the court. Their bright stream-
ers make a vari-colored background for the court dancers, who enter in
procession and assemble in graceful groups on the lawn. Then follow the
Seniors, gowned as ladies of the court. They form a row on either side of
the path leading to the throne to await the coming of their queen. And
finally she appears—the one whom Ward-Belmont has chosen for its most
beautiful girl—the May Queen. As she takes her place on the throne, at-
tended by the College Maid and the Prep Maid, the girls all kneel in devoted
reverence to pay homage to her beauty and her charm.
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SOCIAL CLUBS
Vw^ ILL any girl at Ward-Belmont ever forget the solemn beauty of initia-
vjy tion night? The white dresses of the girls against the twilight back-
ground, the earnest words of the initiation pledge, seemed a symbol
of the sweetness and the development that club life should bring.
Though formed for the purpose of including every girl in that group of
friends which would make her school life most happy, the clubs are not
purely social in their activities. More than meetings together for good
times is included in their programs. The girls have extended their help to
others, and several groups have made liberal donations to charitable move-
ments.
The clubs have been more active this year, in that, in addition to the
usual dances and stunts, they have taken over the basket-ball and baseball
tournaments, making them the most interesting of the athletic events.
Under the willing and helpful guidance of their sponsors, the clubs have
opened up an avenue for unlimited friendships, have bound the girls closer
together with the ties of affection and loyalty, and have had an important
cultural influence on life at Ward-Belmont.
JEAN RICHARDSON MILDRED ASHBAUGH
Vice President
AGORA CLUB
Miss Thach Sponsor
OFFICERS
Jean Richardson President
Mildred Ashbaugh Vice President
Mabel Gail Secretary-Treasurer
Margaret Humphries Sergeant at Arms
OFFICES
Vice President of Student Council
Assistant Art Editor of Milestones
Hyphen Reporter
Secretary of Michigan Club
Treasurer of Michigan Club
Treasurer of Kentucky Club
}% ^ ^
AGORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Carolyn Bassett, Mary Elizabeth Curry. Mildred Cressler. Mary Viola Davis
SECOND ROW
Rosella Ehbexwald, Fran'cbs Fallender. Mabel Gail, Julia Garrett
THIRD ROW
Lillian Goldberg. Carrie Green, Kathleen Gardner, Dixie Harris
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AGORA CLUB
FIRST KOW
Isabel Van Amberg, Claudine Tietjen, Sallie Tibbbtts. Martha Swinehart
SECOND ROW
Gladys Taylor, Mary Sweeney, Marion Sherman, Judell Reynolds
THIRD ROW
Alice Rabinovitz, Margaret Moore, Louise Montgomery, Gertrude Marx
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AGORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Lena Lucas, Grace Wocd. Barbara K. WALTBii, Estelle Lindsey
SECOND ROW
Agnes Heltsingeu. Makv Whitaker. Edith Howe. Ethel Kaplan. Ruth Hess
THIRD ROW
Margaret Humphrey. Reua Kemp, D'jrothy Vrooman. Marion Leighto>
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MABRE STEVENS
President
ALICK CROSS
Secretary, '25
A. K. CLUB
Miss Spaller Sponsor
OFFICERS
Mabre Stevens President
Anne Fuller Vice President
Martha McCutcheon, '24 Secretary
Alice Cross, '25 Secretary
Minnetta Cron Treasurer
Josephine Taylor Sergeant at Arms
OFFICES
Secretary of Florida Club
Manager of Riding
General Proctor
Vice President of West Virginia Club
Vice President of Michigan Club
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A. K. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Hazel Holbrook, Laura Cron, Betty Elmer
SECOND ROW
Christine Harwood, Dorothy Les. Adelaide Berwick, Thblma Meade
THIRD ROW
Dorothy Wilson, Jessie Orr. Edith Ratts, Mildred Pearson
FOURTH ROW
Mary Snodgrass, Mary Tompkins, Jennie Craig Watson
A. K. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Hope Emerson, Mary Cullum, Dorothy Bell
SECOND ROW
Elizabeth Haynes, Elizabeth Hoyt, Margaret Leonard, Elizabeth McClure
THIRD ROW
Evelyn Porter, Eleanor Phelfs. Julia Roseberry, Etna Stolz
FOURTH ROW
Dorothy DeMott, Mary M. Cron, Juliette Callihan
A. K. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Jean Herkimer, Eva Nbal Porter
SECOND ROW
Rosalie Justice. Martha McCutcheon. Louise Fuller, Juanita Ware
THIRD ROW
Edwina Richardson, Mary Meadors, Saville Vandagrift, Josephine Taylor
FOURTH ROW
Alice Shaffer, Milpred Flickinger
VIRGINIA SCHOLZE
President
ELISE PRIESTER
Vice President
ANTI-PANDORA CLUB
Miss Neustaedter Sponsor
OFFICERS
Virginia Scholze President
Elise Priester Vice President
Alice Isabelle Ingram Secretary
Margaret Clarke Treasurer
OFFICES
Y. W. Cabinet
Art Editor of Milestones
Y. W. C. A.
Assistant Editor of Hyphen
Reporter of Hyphen
President of Florida Club
President of Georgia Club
President of Kentucky Club
Vice President of Western Club
Treasurer of Oklahoma Club
Treasurer of West Virginia Club
ANTI-PANDORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Dell Blattner. Nancy Baskbrville. Mary Tisdale Coleman
SECOND ROW
Mary Yates, Virginia Melson. Virginia Ruckman, Saha Alice Cresap
THIRD ROW
Annie Jennings. Dorothy Bradford. Louise Johnston, Ernestine Drumwright
FOURTH ROW
Katherine Miller, Betty Hull, Mary IngraiM
ANTI-PANDORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
AuDiNE DuEw, Elizabeth Doksey
SECOND ROW
Margaret Royster, Alice Ingham, Genevieve Dierks. Margaret Clarke
THIRD ROW
Helen Dobbs. Kirtlye Choisser, Frances Scuduer. Alya Dean Smith
FOURTH ROW
HORTENSE BEARE. SaRAH WEST
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ANTI-PANDORA CLUB
FIRST EOW
IMO Longfellow. Gertkupr McIntosh
SECOND ROW
Eleanor Meacha.m, Emaline Hanby, Ernestine Hull. Alice Kennedy
THIRD ROW
Mildred McConnell. Lois Moseley. Mil[>red Davis, Dorothy Badek
FOURTH ROW
Lillys Duvall. Isabel Ke
HELEN BITTLER MARY FRANCES JOYCE
Vice President
DEL VERS CLUB
Miss Holinger Sponsor
OFFICERS
Helen Bittler President
Mary Frances Joyce Vice President
Caro Christaincy Secretary
Margaret Hanby Treasurer
Jane Nicholson Sergeant at Arms
OFFICES
Proctor of North and South Front, '24
President of Alabama Club
Vice President of Indiana Club
Vice President of Nebraska Club
Secretary of Student Council, '25
Secretary of Indiana Club
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (2)
Hyphen Reporter
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DEL VERS CLUB
FIRST ROW
Dorothy Smith, Fay Younc, Mauibel Buford. Aileen Winn
SECOND ROW
WiLMA Peck. Elizabeth Foggy. Clarice Slaton. Forbestinb Pickering
THIRD ROW
Jane Bender. Helen Logan. Gladys Bayne. Harriet Condit
FOURTH ROW
Betsy Jackman. Vera Leftzerick. Elizabeth Curl, Okla Pence
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DEL VERS CLUB
FIRST ROW
MiLiiREn Pool, Tiieuesa Jones, Rachel BAmn, Mari;aket Meyer
SECOND ROW
luBY Goethe. Jane Nicholson. Lena Minatbee, Margaret Morris
THIRD ROW
Mary Flemminc. Mary Flora Kline, Lucile Price. Caro Christhncy
FOURTH ROW
Mary Cromwell Rhodes. Sarah Stevenson. Margaret Hamby, Ruth Henuricks
DEL VERS CLUB
FIRST ROW
Hazel O'Hribn, Minnik Bender. Constance Zirjacks
SECOND ROW
Elarka Towne. Emma Wayne Jeffries, Marv Miller, Carolyn WALLArF.
THIRD ROW
Sarah Hampton. Ione Walling, Lucile Smith, Betty Wilson
FOURTH ROW
Vbrnile Van Derventer, Helen James, Jane Andrews
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HELEN POTTS
President
HORTENSE RAYL
Vice President
F. F. CLUB
Miss Ashburner Sponser
OFFICERS
Helen Potts President
HORTENSE RAYL Vice President
Elise Porter
Secretary
Antoinette Kellum Treasurer
OFFICES
Proctor of Founders, '25
Sergeant of Arms of California Club
General Proctor, '24
Assistant Business Manager of Milestones
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (2)
Vice President of Mississippi Club
Vice President of Florida Club
Assistant Editor of Milestones
Hyphen Reporter
Vice President of Kentucky Club
President of Ohio Club
Secretary and Treasurer of Ohio Club
Secretary of West Virginia Club
Chapel Proctor, '24
President of Student Council, '25
Vice President of Senior Middle Class, '24
Secretary of College Special Class, '24
Captain of Olympians
President of Mississippi Club
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F. F. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Ermin'e Arnold, Ione Aitken, Barbara Broadwood
SECOND ROW
Virginia Brandekburg, Grace E. Adams. Mary Frances Byard. Grace Adams
THIRD ROW
Margaret Castor, Mary Eva Comer. Bernice Conrad, Helen Dornbush
FOURTH ROW
Marie Gildner. Catherine Gkisieb. Louise Grisier
F. F. CLUB
FIRST EOW
Helen Houston, Lucile Hursey, Lloyd Huston
SECOND ROW
Emily Johnston, Phyllis Kehm, Antoinette Kellum, Hazel McCreary
THIRD ROW
Nettie Claire McMath, Irene Mock, Mary Cloude Morris, Lucia Adelaide Olsen
FOURTH ROW
Eloise Pearson, Erma Peyton, Elise Porter
F. F. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Ann Reynolds, Ann Richards, Virginia Robinson
SECOND ROW
Eleanor Robbins, Lucile Schroeder, Eloise Shellv. Irene Sale
THIRD ROW
Virginia Snyder, Evelyn Hilton Sherman, Elizabeth Tatman, Dorothy Va
FOURTH ROW
Mildred Wiiitlock, Jeanne Wides, Octavia Williams, Loraine Watts
NOLA ARTER
President
MARIE BRAZELTON
OSIRON CLUB
Miss Illick Sponsor
OFFICERS
NoLA Arter President
Marie Brazelton Vice President
Helen Mann Secretary
Kate Savage Treasurer
OFFICES
Secretary of Senior Class, '24
Secretary of Senior Class, '25
Proctor of Senior, '25
Proctor of Fidelity, '24
Proctor of Fidelity, '25
Proctor of Founders, '25
President of College Special Class
President of Y. W. C. A.
Member of Cabinet
Permanent Social Chairman of Senior Class
Chapel Proctor, '25
Hyphen Staff (2)
President of Tennessee Club, '24-25
President of Western Club
Vice President of Texas Club
Secretary of Kentucky Club
S^Vjk^
\
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OSIRON CLUB
FIRST ROW
Mary Louise Harmon. Louise Edens. Mary Call, Helen Davis, Luella Cudlip
SECOND ROW
Eleanor Green, Frances James, Thelma Langdon, Allib Knight
THIRD ROW
Mary McLarky. Mary Allen Nelson. Dorothy Parker. Elizabeth Ross
FOURTH ROW
Rose Wilco.y, Maxine Abbott. Lilla Bowman, Elizabeth Scott
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OSIRON CLUB
FIRST ROW
Margaret Wise, Isabelle Curtis. Sarah Dunlap, Love May Brandon, Elva Berry
SECOND ROW
Elizabeth Bennett. Frances Griffin. Mabel Hicks. Caesarina Edey
THIRD ROW
Elizabeth Jones. Elizabeth Lauchlin. Margaret Clement. Rosalis Oltorf
FOURTH ROW
Helen Moore, Kate Savage. Ruby Briggs, Mary Katherink Stum
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OSIRON CLUB
FIRST ROW
Irene Poorman, Roberta Blbwitt, Carol Boedsker, Janet Symonds, Janis Cleveland
SECOND ROW
LuciLE Daws. Isabelle Simpson. Mary Ruth Strother. Helen Karr
THIRD ROW
Elizabeth Murphy. Adaline McDonald. Mary Joe Turnek, Marion Packard
FOURTH ROW
Dorothy Heath. Mary Elizabeth Duncan. Louise Eisele. Ruth Hornback
CARRO DAVISS
President
ALMA POTTS
PENTA TAU CLUB
Miss Greenlee Sponsor
OFFICERS
Carro Daviss President
Alma Potts Vice President
TOAY Underwood Secretary
Hazelle Edwards Treasurer
Marjorie Smith Sergeant at Arms
Lucile Klein Reporter
OFFICES
Vice President of Kansas Club
Secretary of Student Council, '24
Second Vice President of Student Council, '25
Hyphen Reporter, '24-25
Hyphen Reporter, '24
Hyphen Reporter, '24
Captain of Regulars
President of Student Council
Business Manager of Hyphen, '25
Art Editor of Hyphen, '24
President of California Club
President of Athletic Board
President of Missouri Club
Treasurer of Senior Middle Class
President of Texas Club
Secretary of Kansas Club
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (1)
Vice President of Louisiana Club
Vice President of College Special Class
Secretary-Treasurer of Louisiana Club
Secretary-Treasurer of Texas Club
Secretary-Treasurer of Arkansas Club
Secretary-Treasurer of Illinois Club
Secretary-Treasurer of Missouri Club
Treasurer of College Special Class
Treasurer of Athletic Beard
PENTA TAU CLUB
FIRST ROW
Ellyn Dickson. Mary Osburn, L. Underwood, Natalie Marii
SECOND ROW
Dorothy Cook. Genevieve Melat, Ellovvee McKee, Elizabeth Carbigan
THIRD ROW
LuciLB Klein. Grace Vaniman, Catherine Etter, Josephine Murchison
FOURTH ROW
Merle Brunson. Gertrude Leavenc.oode, Edith Leavens
PENTA TAU CLUB
FIRST ROW
El.IZABRTH KKHlt, KATHBitlNE McCULLOCH, MARGARET SMITH. MAfir.ARKT PaNNIL. VaLDA ThoMAS
SECOND ROW
Wanda J. Forney, Camilla Pruitt, Jane Gricb, Florence Ramsaur
THIRD ROW
Marion Smith, Imonian Taylor, Helen Grisham, Doris Borne
FOURTH ROW
Hazelle Edwards, Dorothy Taul. Ina Rebman, Patricia Hatfield. Mary Harr
PENTA TAU CLUB
FIRST ROW
Hei.yn Barbee. Evelyn Babebs. Anna Fielfis. Archa Flagg, Louise Smith
SECOND ROW
Mary Alice Skiles, Imogene Schuleb, Wayne Wicker, Christine Schesmebhorn
THIRD ROW
Helen Watts. Pauline Callaghan, Lois Caldwell, Handle Ridley
FOURTH ROW
Effik Dee Stanford, Etta Mae Vebschoyle, Elizabejth Kelton. Mabcabet Ingrum. Elizaueth Hicks
MARY MORRILL ALLEN
President
MILDRED MARSH
Vice President
T. C. CLUB
Miss Kirkham, '24; Miss Nourse, '25 Sponsors
OFFICERS
Mary Morrill Allen President
Mildred Marsh Vice President
Janie Elwood, '24 Secretary
Helen Murtagh, '25 Secretary
Margaret Francez Treasurer
Lyall Kaufman Sergeant at Arms
Dorothy Knight Sergeant at Arms
OFFICES
Vice President of Council, '25
Treasurer of Y. W. C. A.
Movie Manager
Assistant Editor of Hyphen
Business Assistant of Milestones
Hyphen Reporter
Proctor of Senior Hall, '24
President of Arkansas Club
President of Michigan Club
Presidents of Louisiana Club
President of Illinois Club
President of Iowa Club
President of West Virginia Club
President of All-States Club
Vice President of Illinois Club
Secretary-Treasurer of Interstate Club
Secretary of Iowa Club
Treasurer of Alabama Club
Treasurer of Iowa Club
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T. C. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Lois Hovenden. Eleanor Bedell. Helen Laswell, Evelyn Reynolds
SECOND ROW
Eva Johnson, Isabelle Currey. Norma Brookman, Lyall Kaufman. Ruth Kellogg
THIRD ROW
Pattie Laurence. Polly Beard. Polly Klock, Louise Roseborough. Julia Cotton
FOURTH ROW
Margaret Francez, Dorothy Knight. Margaret Strong. Katherine Isabel
T. C. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Catherine Dice, DonftTHY Miller, Janie ELLWonn, Elizabeth Hill
SECOND ROW
Lr,is Faull, Margaret Haines. Ida Katheryn Hopkins, Florence Waller, Lee
Archer Lewis
THIRD ROW
Kathebine Kinne, Helen Murtagh. Mabv Eleanor Bracy. Bessie Swin, Dorothea
Huthsteiner
FOURTH ROW
Eleanor Haggard, Marie Chamberlain, Hope White, Marguerite Gullickson
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T. C. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Marion Wilmarth, Rachel Crowoer. Kathryn Schock
SECOND ROW
Frances Hassexl. Mary Louise Kullman, Emma Lee Zachky. Margaret Stewart
THIRD ROW
Cora Graybeal, Sara Sudekum. Helen McDonald. Georgia Maxwell
FOURTH ROW
Ruth McIntyre. Alice Nelson
ELLEN MARTIN PAULINE BOWDBN
Vice President
K. K. K. CLUB
Miss Morrison Sponsor
OFFICERS
Ellen Martin President
Pauline Bowden Vice President
Clara Tucker Secretary
Frances Cochrane Treasurer
Dorothy Webster Sergeant at Arms
Margaret Ogden Cliairman of Programme Committee
OFFICES
President of Senior Class •
Vice President of Senior Class
President of Senior Middle Class
Vice President of Senior Middle Class
Secretary of Senior Middle Class
President of Preparatory Class
Secretary-Treasurer of Prep Special Class
Secretary of Junior Middle Class
Vice President of Student Council
Secretary-Treas. of Student Council, '24-25
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (2)
Business Manager of Milestones
Sports Editor of Milestones
Literary Editor of Milestones
Milestones Reporter
Editor in Chief of Hyphen, '25
Business Manager of Hyphen
Hyphen Reporter (3)
Vice President of Georgia Club
Vice President of Oklahoma Club
Secretary of Tennessee Club
Vice President of Tennessee Club
Treasurer of Georgia Club
Captain of Athenians
Secretary of Alabama Club
Secretary of Freshman Class
Proctor of Heron Hall, '24
Proctor of Heron Hall, '25
Swimming Manager
Water Polo Manager
Secretary of Georgia Club, '24
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K. K. K. CLUB
FIRST ROW ^
Helen Kramer. Marjorie Kerr. Lillian Jones. Elizabeth Stahljian. Mary Louise Logan
SECOND ROW
Virginia Watts. Genevieve Cowman. Clara Tucker, Lyda Belle McCartney
THIRD ROW
Dorothy Davis, Louise Bowden. Evelyn Bales, Sarah Bailey
FOURTH ROW
Dorothy Dinning, Marion Lindsey. Sarah Margaret Cole. Emily Campbell. Ruth Jacobs
%./0 "^^o
K. K. K. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Margauet Goodwyn. Mary Belle Tootle. Ira Gatewood, Virginia Lurton Smith, Lyda Hackett
SECOND ROW
Sybil Stephens. Evelyn Tillman, Jane Campbell. Mary Towns Gaines
THIRD ROW
Mary Bozarth, Elizabeth Buckner, Alline Mitchener, Ruthe Haldeman
FOURTH ROW
Annie G. Greenlaw, Elizabeth Ebbett, Lily Hopkins, Dorothy Osmond, Mary Elizabeth Simpson
K. K. K. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Edith Gaines, Margaret Shirbman, Margaret Ogden, Gertrude North, Dorothy Wbbstrr
SECOND ROW
Maude Alexander. Lois Elliott, Myra Fulmer, Theodosia Cartwright, Bernice Helen Kraft
THIRD ROW
Marion Dinning, Velma Jones. Mildred Morrison, Harriet Turman, Kathbrine Wadley
FOURTH ROW
Frances Cochrane, Eleanor Moody, Katherine Pearson, Madge Morrison. Helen Holmes
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RUTH GALLUP
President
HELEN KOHL
Vice President
X. L. CLUB
Miss Sisson Sponsor
OFFICERS
Ruth Gallup President
Helen Kohl Vice President
Bernice Martin Secretary
Virginia Hyndman Treasurer
Cecelia Marling Sergeant at Arms
OFFICES
Treasurer of Senior Class
Vice President of Prep Special Class
Treasurer of Junior Middle Class
Members of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (4) (3 officers)
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer, '24
Secretary of Athletic Association
Proctor of Pembroke, '24-25
Proctor of North Front
Editor of Hyphen, '24
Editor of Milestones, '25
Reporter of Hyphen and Milestones
President of Wisconsin Club
President of Oklahoma Club
President of Nebraska Club
President of Indiana Club
Vice President of Wisconsin Club
Secretary of California Club
Secretary-Treasurer of Western Club
Secretary-Treasurer of Nebraska Club
Secretary-Treasurer of Wisconsin Club
Social Editor of Milestones
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X. L. CLUB
FIRST ROW
MiLDUED DUNLAP. HELEN BALES, VIRGINIA HYNDMAN, IrENE JOHNSON, DOROTHEA KAH.N
SECOND ROW
Julia Marie Snyder. Loraine Branch. Truth Kirk. Josephine Risit
THIRD ROW
Viola Nash. Marietta Moss, Nancy Jane Cochrane. Bernice Martin
FOURTH ROW
Frances Mann. Margaret Pearson, Dorothea Berns. Geraldine Massey
X. L. CLUB
FIKST ROW
LUCILE HOLDSWORIH, MARGARET K.RK, RUTH MAINE, MARV LeE LOGAN,
FLORENCE RYSDON
SECOND ROW
Lorene Waller, Cecelia Mabung, Cecilb Rudin, Blooma Borschow
THIRD ROW
Marjorie Sweet, Margaret Stouffer, Mary Lou Noble, Brownie Berger
FOURTH ROW
Bebnice Chinberg, Margaret Doutv, Lola Pedigo, Gertrude Held
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X. L. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Alexandra Ware, Grace Thomas, Dorothy Weeks, Ruth Senna, Eleanor Kaufman
SECOND ROW
Mary Alice Bales, Jane Reed, Margaret Long, Willie Kenneth Robinson, Janet Branham
THIRD ROW
Elizabeth Brewer, Blanche Paris, Helen Maynard, Marion Henschel
FOURTH ROW
Margaret Godfrey, Roberta Douty, Dorothea Abbott, Mildred Mullendore
REBECCA PORTER
President
ELANOR LANIER
Vice President
BETA CLUB
Miss McFadden Sponsor
OFFICERS
Rebecca Porter President
ELANOR Lanier Vice President
Emma Elizabeth Green Secretary
Louise McAlister Treasurer
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BETA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Fay Andehson. Helen Lindsley. Mary Daniel Mooiie. Emily Folk. Mahtha Washington
SECOND ROW
Mary McCollouoh. Henrietta Estes. Frances Ewino. Mary Flemming, Ruth Bailey
THIRD ROW
Josephine Cliffe. Jane Carey Folk, Mary Graham. Dorothy Norman, Peggy O'Conni
FOURTH ROW
Elizabeth Creighton. Celeste Burnett, Catherine Murray. Mary Young, Louise McAlister
BETA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Helen Dickinson, Virginia Williamson, Helen Holladay. Lisle Turner, Gene Wilsox
SECOND ROW
Augusta Wherry, Naomi Bandy, Martha Clement, Eleanor Graham, Corinne Bandy
THIRD ROW
Mary Frances Givan, Betty Boybr, Harriet Nyce, Isabel Goodloe, Elsie Pflasterer
FOURTH ROW
Emaline Williams, Corinne Anderson, Florence Hays, Elinor Foster, Roberta Lightfoot
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BETA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Whitfield Morelli. Nancy O'Connor. Josephine Cooper. Helen Anderson, Sarah Taylor,
Virginia Billings
SECOND ROW
Minnie Hays, Viola Sudekum. Elizabeth Callender, Philina Andrews. Mildred Andehison
THIRD ROW
Margaret Kelle;r. Blanche Smith, Argie Neil, Dorothy Thompson, Frances Stewart
FOURTH ROW
Emmie Keeble, Eugenia W. Smith, Myra BENDEat, Elizabeth Ballenger, Harriet Hollinshead
HELEN BEVINGTON
Vice President
KATHERINE KILLIHREW
DIGAMMA CLUB
OFFICERS
Rosebud Murray President
Helen Bevington Vice President
ESTELLE Crandall Secretary
Katherine Killibrew Treasurer
OFFICES
President of Day Student Council, '24
President of Day Student Council, '25
Hyphen Reporter, '24
President of Junior Class
Treasurer of Senior Middle Class
Academic Proctor, '25
Manager of Basket Ball
Manager of Tennis
DIGAMMA CLUB
,
FIRST ROW
Katheryn Parish, Frances Paine, KATHicitiNi': Sloan, Marion Lewis Pope, Sarah Licon
SECOND ROW
Virginia Neil. Polly Orr, Frances Harris. Martha Lambeth
THIRD ROW
Josephine McKelvey, Sue McQuiddy. Helen Mooke. Mary Elizabeth Keller
FOURTH ROW
Evelyn Mattingly, Frances Neil, Ethel Denton. Eleanor Robertson
DIGAMMA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Maky Padgett. Virginia Jones, Hakiuet Hunter. Viola Engleb
SECOND ROW
Helen Holt. Elsie Gross. Rebecca Flyppin. Mary Elizabeth Warren
THIRD ROW
Bernice Weinberger, Mary Frances Whitson. Julia Warwick, Lola Sullivan
FOURTH ROW
Dorothy Wade. Emily Turner. Mary Alice Tolman. Dorothy Yeargin
DIGAMMA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Elizabeth Sloan. Thelma Louise Sullivan, Bessie Shore. Elizabeth Shackelford
SECOND ROW
Marion Sullivan. Elizabeth Callender. Philena Andrews. Elsie Stokes
THIRD ROW
Mary Betty Brock. Lucile Brownlow. Mary Baxter Cook. Dorothy Culbert
FOURTH ROW
Byington Carson. Maria Calhoun, Florence Cavert. Mary Elizabeth Cayce
^..'^
ATHLETICS

ATHLETIC BOARD
first row
Katherine Killibrew, Dorothea Kahn, Jane Grice, Estelle Crandall
second row
Polly Orr, Marion Dinning, Edith Gaines, Byington Carson
third row
Alline Mitchener, Elizabeth Shackelford, Jane Grice, Elizabeth Tatman
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ACTIVE MEMBERS ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
First Row—JENNINGS, Rebman, Tatman
Second Row—Dinning, Lambeth, Orr, Shackelford, Waller
Third Roiv—Bowden, Gaines, Johnson, Mitchener, Smith
Fourth Row—Carson, Grice, Kahn, Lindsey
Fifth Roto—Neil, Sloan, Warwick
HOCKEY
'VARSITY TEAM
Martha Lambeth
Center Forward
Mai-tha Lambeth, known around the campus and on the hockey
field as "Lanimy," played Center Forward on the Panther team
this season. She played the game well, and led her forward line
down the field in straight formation. Here's to you, "Lammy,"
and may you make many more 'varsities!
Lyall Kaufman
Right Inside Forward
Lyall Kaufman led her Regular team to victory this year.
She played Center Forward, and was Manager of the champion
team. Lyall knew how to make her girls work, and she did it.
She not only was the leader of her team, but one of the star
players, making many goals during the season.
Byington Carson
Left Inside Forward
"By" did herself proud this year, playing Right Wing for the
Regulars. She played several pretty games, carrying the ball
down the field, and then with a whack far more powerful than one
would expect from a person so small, sending it over the goal
line. She is another of the Regular "champs."
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HOCKEY
'VARSITY TEAM
Polly Orr
Right lT'i')((/
The Panthers clauii Polly, and they ar(> fortunate in having
her as one of their members. She played Left Wing, and she
played her position well. The Fullbacks can vouch for her skill
as a Wing. Polly is young, so she has plenty of time to achieve
big things in athletics.
Louise Smith
Left Wing
"Smitty" is an old hand at the hockey game, and she's made
good at it. This is her second year in the Ward-Belmont 'var-
sity, and she's played good games both years. "Smitty" ij a
terror to the Fullbacks, because she has a little way of coaxing
the ball her way. We're sorry that "Smitty" is a postgraduate,
'cause Ward-Belmont will miss her on the hockey field next fall.
Katherine Sloan
Right Halfback
"Katie" has been playing on the Regular team for three years;
so, you see, she's a real old-timer. She's a second-year 'varsity
girl, too, and now wears one of the little silver hockey pins.
"Katie" has a wicked hit, and the opponents had better look out
when one of her balls starts their way.
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HOCKEY
'VARSITY TEAM
Elizabeth Tatjian
Qenter Halfback
"Lib," playing Center Half on the Olympian team, scored a
successful season this year. She stopped every ball that came
her way, and broke up some good passes that her opponents
were trying to put through.
Julia Warwick
Left Halfback
This was "Crip's" first year at Ward-Belmont, and she has
made a good start. She played Center Halfback on the Regular
team, and was a credit to them. We expect another big season
from her next fall.
Jane Grice
Right Fullback
"Gricie" is another of the famous Regular team, one of their
starriest stars. There wasn't a ball that she didn't stop and
send whizzing down the field with a lick like "ole" Hercules
himself. If you want further information concerning her abil-
ity to break up plays, ask some of the Wings who played against
her.
HOCKEY
'VARSITY TEAM
Argie Neil
Left FnUhack
Argie is another heavy hitter, and she can break up some of
the Wings' pretty dribbling, too. She has a pretty, clean swat,
and she used it this fall to its fullest advantage. She, too,
helped to make the Regulars the champions of Ward-Belmont.
Alline Mitchener
Goo;.
Mitch" is another second-year 'varsity girl. She played Right
Fullback on the Athenian team, and managed to send a ball or
two back down the field. She gets them "on the fly" with a
swift, sure crack, and woe to the attacking forwards!
r%
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HOCKEY CLUB TEAMS
(Left to Ristht.—Lamb
I'ANTHER TEAM
iTH. DUBBETT, GATEWOOD. TICTJEN. ObB, Dih
Ch'bistiancy, Shackelfoed, Potts
SING. PEARSO^
Regulars .
Olympians
Panthers .
OLYMPIAN TEAM
(Left to Right)— Tojj Row: McCbeaby. Moss. Gbeen. Tibbets
Middle Row: Hornback, Tatman, Graves. Rebm/
Bottom Row: JENNINGS, Whabton. Robbins
RECORD OF GAMES
2—vs.—Panthers . . 1 Regulars
6—vs.—Athenians . . 5 Panthers
7—vs.—Athenians . . 6 Regulars
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. 10—vs.—Olympians . 1
.
6—vs.—Olympians . 4
. g—vs.—Athenians . 4
HOCKEY CLUB TEAMS
(Left to Rif-ht)—Ma
ATHENIAN TEAM
P. BowDEN, Campbell, Simpson. Fabr, Cbandall. Mitchenehi,
Castor, Culbert. Killebrbw, Pope, Smith
b
\l all— ..
REGULAR TEAM
(Left to Right)
—
Top Row: Martin. Neil, Kaufman. Sloan
Middle Row: Warwick. B. Smith. Ingram, V. Smith
Bottom Row: Kahn. Grice. Carson
CLUB STANDING
First Place Regulars
Second Place Panthers
Third Place Olympians
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WATER POLO
REGULAR TEAM
(Top to Bottom)
—
Balers, Martin. Lindsev, Grice. Warwick
Athenians
Regulars
Panthers
Regulars
RECORD OF GAMES
. 18—^vs.—Olympians . 4 Athenians
-vj.—Panthers
13—vs.—Athenians
10—vs.— Olympians
Panthers
Panthers
. 13—vs.—Regulars .
. 22—vs.—Olympians
. 11—vs.—Athenians
WATER POLO
I'AN IHEK TKAM
(Left to Right)
—
Orr, Waller, Dinning. Wherry, Lambeth
ATHEXWN 11-: ' M
(Left to Right)
—
Mitchener. Marling, Gaineo, Dinning, Webster
CLUB STANDING
First Place Panthers
Second Place Regulars
Third Place Athenians
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BASKET BALL TEAMS
REGULAR TEAM
(Left to Right)
—
Bales, Lindsey, Underwood, Porter, Warv
PANTHER TEAM
(Left to Right)
—
Waller, Meadows, Wadley, McMath, Jones, Lambeth
RECORD OF GAMES
Olympians
Panthers .
Panthers .
Athenians .
Athenians .
34—vs.—Regulars . . 17
35—vs.—Athenians . 12
32—vs.—Regulars . .11
27—vs.—Olympians . 24
33—vs.—Regulars . . 14
Olympians . 33--vs.—Panthers . . 18
Panthers . . 38--vs.—Athenians . 20
Panthers . . 19--vs.—Regulars . . G
Panthers . . 30--vs.—Olympians . 10
BASKET BALL TEAMS
ATHENIAN TEAM
(Left to Right)
—
Marling, P. Bowden, Rosebejrrv, Farr, Simpson, Mitchbnbr, Ware, Smith
OLYMPIAN TEAM
(Left to Risht)
—
Hornback, Tatman. Graves, Pickering. Sullivan, Jennings, Drew
CLUB STANDING
First Place Panthers
Second Place •*
Olympians
b ri
j Athenians
Third Place Reg-ulars
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INTER-CLUB BASKET BALL
TRI-K BASKET-BALL TEAM
(Left to Right)
—
Top Row: Goodwyn, Simpson
Middle Row: Mitchbneb, Bales, P. Bowden. Tootle
Bottom Row: Wadlev, Martin, Cocgins
The Inter-Club Basket-Ball Tournament was won by the Tri-K Club, whose team
made a splendid record during the season. The other clubs put up good fights, espe-
cially the Del Vers, who played in the final game, but the Tri-K's were a little too good
for them all.
The tournament was one of the most interesting and exciting features of the year.
It aroused a great deal of enthusiasm in the whole school and helped to bring the clubs
closer together.
PRELIMINARY ROUND
Agora . . . 12—vs.—Digamma
Del Ver . . . 7—vs.—F F . .
X-L .... 21—vs.—Osiron
A K . . . . 15—vs.—Anti-Pan
FIRST, SECOND, AND FINAL ROUNDS
T C . . . .22,
Beta . . . . 8)
Tri-K . . .43(
Penta Tau . . 8)
Del Ver . . .24)
Agora . . . 6)
A K . . . .15)
X-L . . . . 8)
T C
Tri-K
Tri-K .
Del Ver . . . . 12i
Del Ver .
Tri-K
TENNIS CLUB TEAMS
KP(.UI \R rP AM
(Ltfc to Ritrht)—K\HN Smith Eathekl'i C a.rson
OLYMPIAN TEAM
(Left to Ricrht)
—
Jennings. Rebman. Wharton
TENNIS CLUB TEAMS
ATHENIAN TEAM
(Left to Right)—STOKES, Farb, Mitchenek, Smith
PANTHER TEAM
(Left to Right)
—
Shackelford, Wherry, Lambeth, Orb
CECELIA MARLING
First Place
JANE GRICE
Second Place
INTER-CLUB SWIMMING MEET
event place records broken RECORDS MADE
Plunge
1. Grice
2. MiTCHBNER
3. Marling
150-foot Front
1. Dinning, D.
2. Dinning, M.
3. Gaines
Plain Dives
1. Grice
2. Gaines
3. hollinshead
1. Wherry 25 seconds Wherry. 25 seconds
100-foot Under-Water 2. Lambeth 27 2-5 seconds
„ ( Dinning, M. '
/ Marling \ 29 3-5 seconds
100-foot Front
1. Mi-chenei:
2. CncDLOE
3. Wherry
!
Fancy Dives
1. Marling
2. Grice
3. Gaines
100-foot Back
1. Dinning, M.
2. Marling
3. North
High Dives
1_ Grice
\ Hollinshead I
''
'i Marling (
Relay
1. Athenians
2. Regulars
Meet won by Athenians.
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SWIMMING CLUB TEAMS
RECUl.Ali 'IKAM
(Lsft to Rit'ht)—Berwick. Gkice. Mauii.n, Jackson, Neil
ATHENIAN TEAM
(Left to Right)
—
Gaines, Mitchenee, Logan, D. Dinning
SWIMMING CLUB TEAMS
OLYMPIAN TEAM
(Top to Bottom)
—
Tatman, Whakton, Kehk
PANTHER TEAM
(Left to Rij2:ht)
—
Lambeth, Hollinshead, Wherry, M. Dinning, Okk, McCartney
SWIMMING
SWIMMING RECORDS
50-foot Swim on Front, 8 1-5 seconds Condon
100-foot Swim on Front, 19 2-5 seconds Condon
40-yards Swim on Front, 28 1-5 seconds Hassler
50-yards Swim on Front, 32 2-5 seconds Condon
50-foot Breast Stroke, 12 seconds Buckingham
50-foot Swim on Back, 10 4-5 seconds Condon
100-foot Swim on Back, 25 seconds North and Condon
Relay (4) (200 feet), 37 3-5 seconds 1924
Relay (6) (100 yards), 1 minute, 16 1-2 seconds Panthers
Relay (6) (120 yards), 1 minute, 27 3-5 seconds W.-B.
Under-water (distance), 157 feet, 1 inch Aiken
100-foot Under-water, 27 2-5 seconds Wherry and Lambeth
50-foot Under-water, 112-5 seconds North
50-foot Plunge, 26 2-5 seconds Condon
Plunge (distance), 50 feet, 6 inches Johnston
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HORSEBACK RIDING
202
TRACK AND HOCKEY
CECILIA MAI^LING- BYINGTON CARSON
ENNIS
@ wm\
ISABEL BUCKINGHAM
ESTELLE NORTH-/7 LoiL L i\jl;ivi 1-1 ESTELLE NOT^'H
WARD-BELMOXT CHAMPIONS
LITERARY

A SKETCH
y^ HE day was not warm ; it was hot—that still, heavy, stupefying hot-
V-/ ness that is relieved by no breath of air ; hotness that makes one's
mind go blank and makes one lose the energy even to wish for the
coming of nightfall ; the hotness that, saturates the noonday of the
tropics. Time seemed to have stopped. Thei'e was not the slightest move-
ment of life or of the elements in that glaring stillness. Even the dust of
the road seemed dead beneath the motionless green of the pypya grove.
A flaming hibiscus outside the shaded window seemed alone to live—to
resist the sun. It rather seemed to enoy the warmth, for each bloom threw
itself back upon its leaves and basked luxuriously, seemed to drink up and
be nourished by the heat, seemed to ask for more ; and each had grown
more vitally, more poignantly red than before.
I watched a small lizard crawl into the shade of the hedge. It seemed
very tired, and I could understand—the heat, you know, even to a lizard,
to whom warmth was life.
The droning voice of the chaplain—he was praying now.
I turned my eyes from the window. The bare contemplating of the
heat without was exhausting, and the interior of the chapel was nearly
cool. It may have been the comparison ; but four feet of adobe wall fought
against the beating whiteness outside, and it seemed dim in here and bare
and very quiet. Cool palm leaves against the altar cloth ; the gentle rust-
ling of muslin skirts
;
pale-green walls and latticed windows ; crisp, white
uniforms. I sighed a bit in relief.
A quick, light beating of boots. I turned once more to the stifling world
on the other side of the window. A squad of sun-blackened troops passed
by—the new guard going to post—the khaki of their blouses already damp
from the exertion of their short march from the barracks. In their wake
followed a gnarled and wrinkled Philippino, spotless in his cotton tunic
and bent under his basket of golden mangoes. He walked stolidly on,
seemingly impervious to the sweltering heat.
The small lizard ventured forth from its shelter beneath the hibiscus
hedge. It crept a foot or so forward under the blanket of heat, paused,
turned, and scurried back to the shade. I mentally applauded its decision,
and turned once more from the gasping stillness without to the breathing
quiet within.
My bench was becoming rather uncomfortable.
A little blue-eyed friend smiled sleepily at me from across the aisle, gave
her big blue sash a vague pat, and went suddenly to sleep against the white
linen shoulder of her mother.
And the gentle chaplain raised his hand in sweet benediction.
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LINES
Hush thee ! Winds of
Contempt and malice!
Stretching thy hands, which are
Sometimes feverish,
Sometimes cold, with pressure like steel-
And piercing!
Away to thy haunts, and
Ne'er disturb our path of deeds
So often changed by thee.
Never hast thou helped
!
Never hast thou been uplifting!
Away, away, winds
!
Hush thee!
Hush thee!
A DREAM AND A WISH
A flood of silver moonlight on a campus of my dreams;
A shadowy sheen of starlight, ages old;
A sensuous splash of water from a fountain in the night
—
A haunting mist of memories all unfold.
I see a lovely campus in the hands of braggart Spring,
A vista soft, of growing grass and flowers.
Of hyacinths and tulips as they lift their colored heads
To hear the chirping birds in early hours.
I see the student linger with her books upon her arm;
She hurries from a class and back once more;
I hear her greet her comrades with the old familiar "Hi,"
And hum the cheery tunes we all adore.
I hear the chapel ringing with these songs we love to sing.
And cherish in our treasure house to keep
;
The organ prelude's pealing, and I see the laughing crowd.
And length'ning summer shadows 'gin to creep.
See! There's the Senior standing at the forking of the road.
Whose misty eyes are gazing far away.
Whose trembling hand is raising up the shining veil of Life
—
A o'nldpn dnv nf dsnjc fViic rtna lacf FlmT
* iiuae Licuiuiiii iiaiiu la Liie ini
golde ay o days, this one last Day.
I hear a ukulele as the lights begin to gleam;
The breath of evening wraps us all around.
I ask you: Is it tears or smiles that makes it all so sweet
This memory of the many friends we've found?
0, you, our dear Ward-Belmont, you will be in future years
A hand to urge and help us on our way,
A guiding, guarding spirit in whatever be our paths,
A star at night and sunshine through the day.
0, may you live and prosper, may you watch and love us well;
May each of us true daughters to you be.
God bless you now and keep you and give you every gift;
For, Ward-Belmont, all our all is—thee!
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THE SPIRIT OF THE PILLARS
X N the daytime they are just pillars, neither Ionian nor Corinthian
—
just white stone pillars beneath a balcony, identical with pillars that
support "befo' de wah" mansions of the Old South on the by-
roads of Georgia and Tennessee. All day long they smile wanly
down on the bustle of school life—girls in middies with hanging hockey
sticks racing down from the dignified dofbrway ; negroes with white bun-
dles balanced high on their heads shuffling past. They are just old pillars,
their whiteness dimmed a bit by the drifting coal smoke that floats from
the planing mills across the river.
But, when the late afternoon sun flickers long shadows across the foun-
tain, they become more than mere pillars. Creamy-white and slender they
stand out against the waxen green of the magnolia trees. They become a
symbol, an echo of the spirit of Ward-Belmont. Their whiteness, half
hidden by the green leaves, seems like the glimpse of a white skirt billow-
ing down the steps—not the trim severity of a 1925 sport skirt, but the
gentle, ruffled grace of white muslin and hoops that go with a slim waist
and soft-blown hair ; a feminineness that knew hardship, and yet laughter
;
knew courage and kept charm ; a girl, perhaps, that smiled her gray-
uniformed brother off to "lick the Yankees" when she waved him good-
by from those selfsame steps; a girl, dainty, high-bred, and altogether
lovable, for all her ridiculous little frilled pantelettes and huge, swaying
hoops, that would make the hockey field, which stands where her orchard
used to be, a thing of astonishment and disbelief.
Closer, the flicker of white shapes into the form of the pillars—slim,
straight, graceful—like a proud young gallant of the bygone days, whose
flowing lace cuffs made his wrist none less sure at a rapier thrust, who
yielded to no man and bent low before the humblest lady. Gay, debonaire,
courageous was he, proudly erect even as those pillars, beneath which he
may have stood.
Glad and welcoming, too, are the pillars, who sped the guests of long ago
to the inside world of candle light and courtesy, to tinkling spinnet and
stately dame. All that is past, but the pillars still are glad and welcoming.
Other faces, other days— it is the same ; they are the spirit of old Southern
hospitality.
High are they, and white—as ideals are high and white. They speak of
truth and chivalry, of deed and spirit as well as name. They are beauty,
and the ideals of their beauty, gallant and gay and true as well. They echo
all that is Ward-Belmont.
Yet, as the sun dips lower and the shadows ripple dark on the fountain,
they seem once again pillars—old, white stone pillars, identical with those
that support the old-time mansions you may find still on the byroads of
Georgia and Tennessee.
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FANTASY
I lingered in the arched and shadowed doorway,
'Neath the lofty, pallid pillars of the temple.
Where Learning, goddess grave, enshrined resplendent,
Her radiance sheds upon the graven scroll.
Long years I'd consecrated to her worship.
Burned incense on her gold and ivory altars;
On my finger gleamed the scholar's brazen signet.
And the consciousness of knowledge made me proud.
The star-bespangled sky without grew brighter.
And in the half-light Reason smote me lightly;
His visage stern I knew as if by instinct.
And yet I had not looked on it before.
"Self-blinded fool," came Reason's mocking accent,
"These many years I've dogged your heels, persistent;
I've shouted in your heedless ear my warnings;
I've shown the way, and yet you knew me not."
Then, "Come," he whispered; and, with steps unerring.
He led me to a room immersed in darkness,
And shrouded close in gloom impenetrable.
I followed blindly, stumbling as I went.
He railed and jeered there at my fancied knowledge,
And in defense I boasted my achievements.
Sly Vanity, well pleased, advanced and beckoned
;
I rose to go, but Reason held me back.
He drew aside a curtain, and I trembled.
Quite dazzled by the brilliance and the beauty
So revealed. A florid roadway, tree-lined,
Irriguous wound throughout a sun-swept vale.
Beyond the peaks of purple hills a misty
Castle rose, its lofty towers and turrets
Proudly raised to heaven and flung, exultant
Banners streaming in the dancing breeze.
"What place is that?" I queried, in a hushed voice.
"Life and the Castle of Just Reward," he answered.
"And how long does it take to reach the castle?"
I fondly asked. "A lifetime," he replied.
"O, surely not that long!" I cried, protesting.
When suddenly my eye fell on some pitfalls.
In yonder grove a bridgeless gap was yawning,
And farther on a huge rock barred the way.
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But when I sought an answer to the puzzle,
Demanding how I might repair such defects,
The gleam in Reason's eyes was faintly mocking
"If you are educated, you should know."
Still I was puzzled. Reason seized me roughly.
And rapped me smartly with his golden mallet.
Then in a flash It came: that I knew Nothing
—
That college was a base on which to build
!
To-day I leave behind the lofty temple,
To walk along that tree-lined, sun-swept valley.
Where I shall learn to take a few dimensions,
And bridge the gaps that cross the road of life.
DUSK IN THE CITY
Dark silhouettes of chimney tops and towers
Blend vividly with shadow clouds
That float on the western sky,
With mist and smoke—rose-orchid tints of gray.
The dying embers of the sun scarcely
Perceived through its rising veil of smoke;
The murkiness upon the west hints of a storm.
And high above, but gently, do the clouds
Mist the light-blue garment of the sky
—
A garment that has faded from the sun
To gray.
Now seeps the moody west its orchid with a gold.
With still a trace of ashes smoldering 'neath;
Now gold, now gray, now fading copper tones.
Streaked with a darkened blue and smoke
—
As if a mighty artist, experimenting.
Daubs up his canvas with his paints.
And, mixing blurred dusk with day, at last
Paints for the city night.
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A GARDEN ROMANCE
IN a corner of the garden lived a pretty little maiden, Sweet Alyssum.
As she was an orphan, she lived happily with her Grandfather Sage
g^ in the shade of a great rosebush.
Some thought that this was the prettiest spot in the garden.
Along the fence a row of stately Hollyhocks whispered and nodded in the
breeze. In one corner, near the home of Grandfather Sage, was a little
rock-bordered pool, where a beautiful white Pond Lily sat all day long on a
green pad sunning her golden hair. The other inhabitants of the garden
regarded her with awe, because she lived by herself and seemed to find
happiness only in communion with the frivolous butterflies that stopped to
rest upon her dainty, aristocratic little head. They felt that there must be
some mystery about her past that made her seek seclusion in the middle of
the pond where they couldn't reach her. Young Cock's Combe, who was
bolder than the others, had tried to get near enough to her to have a confi-
dential chat, as he had seen the butterflies do, but he was only rewarded
by a toss of her head and a look of cold disdain. He got his feet wet in the
attempt, and was sternly reproved for his foolishness by Granny Catty
Tail, who lived near. When Lily spoke, which she seldom did, all gossip
was stopped, not only because every one delighted in the musical sound of
her voice, but also because they wished to learn more about her past.
In the rosebush that was near Sweet Alyssum's home lived a young gal-
lant, Jack Rose. Since he had been the greenest of buds, he had taken it
upon himself to shelter her from the heavy rains. As he grew older, he
became so accustomed to caring for her that he began to think seriously of
asking to be her protector for life. Jack was a likable sort of chap, but he
was of such a jealous nature that he worried continually for fear some one
would pay unusual attention to his sweetheart.
Sweet Alyssum was a beautiful maiden, with a milk-white skin and deep-
blue eyes that looked the color of bluebells under water. She was so tiny
and looked so frail that her long braids of auburn hair that hung almost
to the ground looked almost too heavy for her proud little head to carry.
Her sweet and gentle ways won for her many admirers and made her much
sought after by the young swains, much to the sorrow of Jack Rose.
Once, early in the summer, a saucy young dandy, Mr. Lion, had sprung
up at Grandfather Sage's doorstep. All day long he gazed longingly in
upon Sweet Alyssum, as she sat beside the fire and sewed many fine stitches
in a piece of 'broidery. The next day and the next the intruder stood out-
side and looked in upon her fair face, and poor Jack Rose was almost con-
sumed with jealousy. He need not have worried, though, for Mr. Lion was
punished for his wicked curiosity. One morning he awoke to find that his
sleek, golden hair had suddenly turned white, and then, much to his cha-
grin, a rollicking breeze came and blew it all away. He was so overcome
by grief and chagrin that he bowed his head, now quite bald, and spent his
days in solitude, thinking of his happier days. Jack Rose's sighs were
turned to smiles, and he was happy once again.
It was known all over the garden that poor Jack Rose was passionately
in love with old Sage's granddaughter. Many believed that the feeling
was mutual, but there was not a little antagonism on this point, and heated
disputes often ensued from perfectly harmless remai'ks passed over the tea-
cups. Sweet Alyssum became the target at which many an unfriendly dart
of criticism was aimed, for any one who is so richly endowed with God's
good gifts is destined to become the innocent subject of much envy.
One day Miss Hair, a maiden lady who considered it her duty to keep
well informed in the affairs of her neighbors, said to Miss Mary Gold, who
was staying with her for the summer in her home among the rocks on the
border of the pond : "I can't, for the life of me, see why people call that
spoiled, baby-faced Miss Alyssum 'sweet.' What on earth a handsome
young man like Jack Rose can see in a pale, washed-out, vain, conceited lit-
tle prig, who sits by the fire all day long and sews on a silly sampler, is
more than I can understand. Yet he is in love with her, as any one can
plainly see. It would be different if he paid court to little Ann Emone,
who, every one knows, is a dear, sweet, obedient child. But, why it was
only yesterday that Crimson Rambler leaned over and said to me : 'Do you
know that Alyssum girl has been flirting openly and shamelessly with Nast
Urtium?' You'd think she'd have some modesty about her. She's not the
only girl in this garden, though, that has a lover," and she nodded her head
wisely. "Did you hear that young William was sweet on Susan—you
know, the one with the black eyes?"
"Why, Miss Hair, you really don't think so, do you?" asked Lark Spurr,
in a surprised tone. The two old maids looked at each other, nodded their
heads, and cackled maliciously, for they knew that Lark Spurr was blue
because she couldn't gain William's affections.
Lilac nodded her plumes, in a condescending manner, at the blue one.
"Really, Miss Spurr, what difference does it make? I think you ladies are
becoming confirmed gossips, Miss Mary."
"She can think what she wants to, but I think they're horrid to talk about
Sweet Alyssum and Larky that way, don't you?" said Pansy to Lily-of-the-
Valley.
"So do I," whispered her little friend. "I wonder if Violet is out of bed
yet. Let's get her and play hide-and-seek among the leaves."
There was talk in the other parts of the garden, too. Tulip, a stately
Dutch lady, who lived near the pond, bent over and said to Lily: "Did you
know dat dot dere Yach Rose he vass cratzy over dot Swete Alyssumb?"
"No; really, do you think so?" asked Lily, in her silvery voice. "Do you
think he really cares for her? I fear it is merely an infatuation. One
does not find real passion nowadays," and she shook her head sadly.
"He, he, he! Isn't that funny?" I've wondered about that, too," put
in Buttercups from the opposite bank.
"Of all the silly things !" grunted Granny Catty Tail.
Little blue-eyed Grass stared over at Jack Rose in wonder. "How do
they know whether they like each other or not?" she asked Burr Dock, a
young Scotchman near.
"Weel, ma little lassy, ye see it's thisaway. They's some wha ken he's
a-ben a-courtin' of her this twa-month, an' they's some wha thinks as they'll
be for gettin' married afore long."
One fine morning, when gossip was at its height. Jack Rose leaned over
to Grandfather Sage, in far from a humble manner, and declared his pas-
sion for Sweet Alyssum.
Just then the Canterbury's Bell pealed forth in loud and clear tones.
Johnny, who had been sitting quietly on a little knoll, jumped up. "Ha,
ha !" he laughed. "There's Cock's Combe again. He said he'd do it, and,
by jove, I didn't think he'd have the nerve."
Grandfather Sage was scandalized at such an occurrence. In all his many
years he had never heard of such a sacrilege. "The young scoundrel !" he
screeched. "I wish I had the disciplinin' of him fer a week. I'll tell ye
right now, he wouldn't be so smart," and he shook his fist menacingly.
The old man was so shocked at this disregard for sacred traditions that he
refused the really splendid offer for his granddaughter's future.
"Begone with ye !" he sputtered. "I'll have none of ye a-hangin' about
the place. Ye're a climber, and the quicker ye climb away the better."
Jack Rose did the only thing he could have done under the circumstances.
He left to think of some possible way out of this difficulty. Sweet Alyssum,
though, thought he had gone out of her life forever. She resigned herself,
and accepted the cruel decision of her grandfather as final. Her proud
bearing became listless; the smile left her pretty face; her spirits fagged;
and she lost her dainty, youthful beauty.
Lady Hollyhock said to Madame Dahlia over the teacups: "Do you
know, I think it's a perfect shame the way Miss Alyssum lets herself go.
It's disgraceful ; that's what it is ! She doesn't seem to care, either. No
wonder Jack Rose doesn't marry her ! Why, her skin is getting yellower
and yellower every day
!"
"Why, my dear, haven't you heard?" asked Madame Dahlia. "Old Mr.
Sage refused to let them marry
!"
"You don't mean it?" ?
"Yes, my dear, the poor boy asked him for permission to marry her, and
he refused point blank in rather an ungentlemanly way, so I heard. Of
course I wouldn't want it to get out that I said anything about it, you
know, for it was told me confidentially ; but he accused him of all sorts of
things. My, yes, he said he was a climber, and the quicker he climbed
away the better."
"My soul and body, but you really can't blame the old man !" Lady Holly-
hock said, and she leaned forward to shake her finger. "You know as well
as I do, my dear, that he has social aspirations. I can't bear people like
that. They bore me so." She settled back in her chair and waited for her
friend to continue.
Madam Dahlia took advantage of her silence. "They say that Jack Rose
has had to call in Dr. Digi Talis, because he was wounded in a duel with his
old enemy, the Grub. His roots are completely severed in one place, so I
heard. Isn't that a shame? Poor boy, I don't believe he'll live very long."
"M-m ! Well, I suppose it was over that Alyssum girl. He's awfully
jealous of her."
"Yes, it was all on her account, but not because of jealousy, my dear.
He really has no reason to be jealous since Mr. Lion's hair blew away. He
need not fear Nast Urtium, for, I've heard, he looks quite seedy ; and as for
being jealous of that monstrous old Grub, well, that's impossible."
"Yes, I suppose so ; but the Grub is so persevering, and he has such a
dominating personality, my dear. Well, why did they quarrel, then?"
"Why, it was a question of honor, of course !"
A few days later Sweet Alyssum, who had lost all interest in life, faded
and died. All the old gossips who had talked about her when she was alive
discussed her death for a few days, and then found other topics of more
vital interest. Jack Rose was heartbroken, and didn't iind he could forget
her so easily. He took off his beautiful crimson robes at her death, and in
a few days quietly and unobtrusively followed her to the flower heaven.
Dr. Digi Talis, who did not believe in romance and who poo-pooed broken
hearts, said his death was caused by serious complications which had set in
after his wound.
Every night at sunset the departed flower spirits came back to light up
the sky. If one looked carefully, I do not doubt but what he could see the
two lovers hand in hand among them, united after so short a parting in a
land where the foolish whims of an old man could not separate them.
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SATURDAY NIGHT AT WARD-BELMONT
gFTER all, school life is not all drudgery. Certainly Ward-Belmont
girls cannot complain of that dullness that results from all work and
no play. Long after I have forgotten the many times I have risen
in the "wee sma' hours" to translate a hundred lines of Cicero's "Let-
ter on Old Age," or write a long-deferred theme, I believe I shall remember
still the nights before, spent in solving cross-word puzzles, making scrap-
books for the Y. W., or just talking—mostly talking. That is, if that more
or less dignified term may be applied to the ejaculatory "Ah !'s" and "Ah !'s"
and "I said to her's" and "Then she said's" of a group of school girls.
The subject around which this chatter centers varies as the Christmas
holidays or the end of school approaches. First, there is just the remote
idea of going home sometime in the future. Then a little later the time
is measured in months and weeks, and we begin to check off the days on
our calendars. Finally we find ourselves imagining what we'll be doing
this time next week, and so on until we can joyfully say: "To-morrow this
time I'll be home!"
I always like Saturday nights especially, with their medley of costumes
at dinner—the uniform blacks and blues of those who are going out to a
movie afterwards or have just returned from a shopping trip, the inevi-
table few who have basked so long in Saturday afternoon freedom that
they have only had time to powder their noses and shake their bobbed hair
into place, and the airy laces and chiffons and silver slippers of those who
are attending a club dance later. Then there is the movie after dinner for
the rest of us. I always like the movie, too, even if the reel does some-
times break at the most critical moment. It is there that the pent-up energy
of the whole week past seems to find an outlet. As soon as the scramble
for choice seats has somewhat subsided, the chant of "Music, music ; we
want music!" begins, without which no Ward-Belmont movie is quite com-
plete. It matters not that the most dramatic scenes are shown to the ac-
companiment of "Hard-hearted Hannah" or "Charlie, My Boy."
But I believe I like best the hour or so between the movies and light bell.
I usually spend this time propped high on a pile of pillows with a copy of
the American, for company and a freshly-opened box of caramels, just ar-
rived from home, for Sunday. Sometimes I may write home an epic of the
past week, but not often. I do not always do the same thing. But as I
come to write it down, I don't believe it is any particular thing we do that
makes Saturday night the nicest one of all the week. It is just that lux-
urious sensation of relief and relaxation that it always brings.
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TYPES 'N' TYPICALS
I
HE Editor requests a write-up of the typical girl, "Miss Ward-Bel-
mont," so to speak.
g^ I see one—and only one—way 'round the proposition ; that : to
approach the subject by the deductive ( ?) (how those two woi'ds
confuse me !) method of procedure.
I will recall all the outstanding types in the school; discuss each at length
(the extent of the length being determined by the Editor's—patient endur-
ance, shall I say?) . My apologies to those types ! But it is quite necessary
that they undergo the relentless X-ray of my pen, in order that the typical
of each type may appear in her true light.
Each must be discussed subjectively as well as objectively. (Fre.shmen,
the former refers to disposition; the latter, to appearance.) Then if,
after the discourse, there be any one girl who shall be possessed of the
characteristics of all types, might I deduct that she is "Miss Ward-Bel-
mont?"
The Athletic Girl
Adjectives like frank, cordial, unaffected, genuine, describe her, the tell-
you-what-she-thinks-of-you sort. First names mean nothing to her.
You're "Grice" or "Crandall" to her.
If you're looking for a friend of the true-blue kind, here's the girl. She
is accustomed to the rules of the game. Everything that is not right is a
foul there. She will be above board—and you'll like her.
Of course 'most any time you see her she'll be wearing tennis shoes and
black hose ; and there's the sport skirt and the inevitable middy, made very
"Elizabethan" when that collar is turned up !
And, speaking of her appearance: will it be leading to say that she pre-
fers the nice, straight shingle to spending her allowance down in Mattie's
Estb.?
The Feminine Girl
Best of all, she is every bit as lovely as she looks, and we'll speak of that
later. How can she help if there are not nights enough in the week for her
dates, or space sufficient in the drawing room for those who'd like to be
there?
Her laboratory is on the top, rather than the ground, floor of the "Ac."
Paint brushes, not test tubes ; Vogues, not Americanas ; Ensembles, not
Gym bloomers, appeal to her.
And—oh, her loveliness to gaze upon! You know, all pink and white,
with hair so wavy. She has a simply enviable Botticelli figure. (Perk up
Art History students; explain the term!) She weighs all of a hundred
now, and diets and diets, and nearhj dies.
In a nutshell, it is she whom our chapel visitors look upon when they
exclaim, "You Roses !"
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The Studious Girl
To describe—somehow hardest of all. As we say in English A, one has
the moving point of view. Moving, because, bespectacled and book-laden,
she hurries and rushes always. To the girl with three weeks' back His-
tory notes she says : "Saturday, notebooks due, and yet five pages to read."
On certain occasions she has heard loud, even disturbing, shouts from
the direction of the Little Ac. Asking the why of such confusion, she
learned that there was an athletic field in that vicinity. "How jolly ! I'll
run out there and see it some of these days."
The psychology of the thing appeals'^to her at the slightest provocation.
Although the objective viewpoint is—ahem—subordinate with her, I
might volunteer that she is all that Proper connotes in your mind.
Just before she died laughing, some generous-spirited one left this note
for this description: "I overheard the studious, proper one say that she
so adored cantilevers, because they're so sensible."
And I might go on and on, including those types who say that they came
from the one and only State, or the care-free ones who wear moccasins and
boys' shirts and "don't much care," or those who get specials every day,
and are not a bit bashful about it, either ; but, then, I should not have come
any nearer to performing this task before me.
Dear Editor : Is there a typical girl, or is not Ward-Belmont a type of
school, and that the very highest, in which types combine to win for her
the reputation of the girls' school of the Southland ?
Miss Leavell: "What State is Chicago in?"
Ruthe H. : "Awful."
Visitor : "Yes, I came all the way from England to see your wonderful
university."
Hassell : "Somebody's been foolin' yuh ; it ain't mine."
Senior Middle: "If I go to town, I'll have to cut two classes."
Senior : "That's all right. You can make up the sleep any time."
W.-B.: "Is Frances here?"
Miss Bricker: "Yes, she's convalescing."
W.-B.: "0, excuse me! I'll wait."
Mr. Barnes: "How do you pitch a tune?"
M. Stouflfer: "With a tuning fork, of course."
"What made Louise Bowder a mental wreck?"
"Why, two ti'ains of thought collided in her mind.
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LIFE'S LITTLE ERRORS
A Kewpie
Jane Grice , , . ,.A big policeman
Lee Lewis . „ „ ,T i,- iA fluffy yellow chicken
Madge Morrison \ J- , •
,, „ A Chinese mandarinGertie North , , , • t
JINNY SMITH -^JT'^'TI """'t
MARGARET FRANCEZ A Medieval
knigh
MARJORIE KERR
^n imp of Satan
Ruth Gallop A breeze on a
hilltop
Sara Margaret Cole A baby s rattle
Teddy Tucker
Anitia
Marjorie Smith ^ P^"'^^
Ruthe Haldeman A monkey with a sense of humor
Mildred Morrison The cover on the
CosmopohUn,
IKA Gatewood Geo^-g'^ Ade
Dorothy Dinning A rabbit
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Mabel Gail's Serenity
'^ttnn?
TOTSY GOODWYN'S TEBTH
<:^ •'-ob-
Helen Barbee's Eyes
The PerFecJ GirL
Priester's Han
)'s Eyebrows
Robert Harbour's Gra
3^
Caro CiiKisTiANCY's Intellicknce
-<?5^
Sis Lindsey's Hair
Maxine Abbott's Cn
MiTCHE's Enthusiasm
M
Coi-iirane's Efficii
RuTHB Haldeman's Skin Celu Marling's Dimples Libby Kerr's Mouth Rosebud Muruy's Nosh
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HOCKEY HINTS
IN the days of Methuselah they didn't play hockey, which is most
probably the very reason why they lived so long. But now do you
^^^ think that Mary Jones would take John Smith, for better or for
worse, if she thought for one moment that her married life would
last so long as Mrs. Methuselah's? Never! So, to help people end their
lives at a nice age, and gloriously ; to incidentally help along the Darwinian
theory of "survival of the fittest," hockey was invented ; and to this end
Ward-Belmont athletes strive for two months each year. It is a glorious
way to end it all ! Really ! And what a thrill it is to get hit on the shin
with one of those iron sticks ! What ecstasy to take your injured member
home with you (if there is enough left of it) and show the remains to your
proud friends and roommates ! Ah, what delight to feel your ankle turn
at the crucial moment, while you sink to the turf, clasping the dismembered
part in your arms, rolling over and over in the sympathetic grass ! And
then you walk home the long way—to enjoy your limp and to let the school
know that you are a veteran and expect a bonus.
"Summv" : "What's that ugly colored piece of paper hanging there on
the wall?"
"Rebbie" : "That's a relief map."
"Summy" : "Well, take it down. It don't relieve my feelings any."
Carro Davis : "What is the difference between ammonia and pneu-
monia?"
Louise Edens : "Search me."
Carro Davis : "Why, ammonia comes in bottles and pneumonia comes in
chests."
Do You Know That—
1. There are no bones in ice cream?
2. Out of one hundred girls at a masquerade dressed as toreadors, one
hundred think they look like Valentino?
3. Out of the same number, one hundred look like wrecks?
4. One week at a school south of Philadelphia gives a girl a Southern
accent?
5. Mississippi has no husband?
6. You can't bounce a snowball?
7. If all the cross-word fans were laid end to end, what difference would
it make how far they would reach ?
Carro Davis: "When was the Texas Special first mentioned?"
Mabel Hicks : "I'll bite willingly."
Carro Davis : "In Genesis ! 'Then God made all manner of creeping and
crawling things.' "
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SENIOR-SENIOR MIDDLE DAY
oMsrt^ AND ^EME>r
LOUISE BOWDEN-GA.
CAROLINE BA5SETT- OKLA.
HELEN POTTS- 6A.
The ^rjncessANoHe^^CoumBR^
Vir^lNIA- SMIT(+-ILL.
LEE LEWIS- GA.
^^E'^mWiiiy®
^E(SoDiyi5<MT5*«3jElIJ kwE3 lSl^E--^N10It<^tJRT" ^"^ ©OWUNfi !i6u^Mey
WHY MY ROOMMATE AND I GET ALONG
SO WELL
1. She's a blonde. I'm dark.
2. I introduce her to my dates. They take her out.
3. She likes onions.
4. I like "perced" coffee. She likes hers straight.
5. She puts her cold feet on my back.
6. She chews gum.
7. I clean up the room while she works tiie cross-word puzzle.
8. She sleeps late, then accuses me of having her clothes.
9. In an argument she makes a sweeping statement, and backs it up by
:
"I know it's so."
10. She never buys any stamps.
11. She doesn't believe in "feeds."
12. She snores.
13. She has a steady at Vanderbilt. I'm unattached.
14. She likes to play mah jong.
15. She appropriates my bathrobe and slippers when I wish to use them.
16. She expects me to do math, while she whistles "Cheatin' On Me" and
keeps time with her feet.
17. She asks me to meet her at the Satsuma, and then goes to Hettie
Ray's.
18. I give her an important letter to mail, and she leaves it in her slicker
pocket for three days.
19. She uses Cashmere Bouquet. I use Ivory.
20. Whenever she brushes her teeth, she uses three inches of my Kolynos,
and then wonders why she looks like a mad dog.
21. She says I don't know what I'm talking about.
PEMBROKE
You may speak of halls of fame
And halls of great renown,
But there's none like dear old Pembroke
In the whole wide world, I've found.
The long, long halls of numbered doors.
And transoms up or down.
O'er which there floats a merry laugh
Or chat of the "old home town."
It reeks of friendly spirit,
Of companionship so true.
0, there's no other hall like Pem.broke
!
Dear Pembroke, here's to you !
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CELEBRITIES VISIT
WARD-BELMONT
Harriet Hubbard Ayers
and Richard Hudnut hon-
ored Ward-Behnont very
greatly last week by visit-
ing our school.
Mr. Hudnut made a short
and serious talk in chapel
about the deplorable ten-
dency of the generation to
neglect the daily use of
either rouge, powder, lip-
stick, or mascaro, and, in
some extreme cases, of en-
tirely foregoing them all.
Mr. Hudnut and Miss Ayers
are making a nation-wide
campaign in the name of
this worthy cause, and the
Ward-Belmont student body
was deeply moved by the
appeal. It promised its
most ardent support to the
cause.
DR. AND MRS. BLANTON
ENTERTAIN MARCH
GIRLS
The tones of spring's
earliest flowers, yellow and
white, were featured in the
decorations of the birthday
dinner table at which a
party of Ward-Belmont stu-
dents were entertained by
Dr. and Mrs. Blanton on
Tuesday evening to cele-
brate their birthdays. Most
of Vanderbilt's fraternities
were represented at the
party, and the evening was
made a still further success
by lively entertainers from
the Orpheum circuit.
SPRING SPORTS START
The spring sports—mah
jong, tangoing, automobile
racing, airplane parachut-
ing, prom, trotting, and tat-
ting—have started. The so-
cial clubs will have their
own tatting teams, and
there will be a tatting tour-
nament similar to the social
club wrestling tournament
which every one so enjoyed
last fall. The eighteen girls
composing each club's tat-
ting team need not go out for
any other sports unless they
wish to, as this is considered
strenuous enough exercise.
Mah jong is open to all
who are mentally able to
take it. Automobile racing
and airplane parachuting-
are open only to girls who
have their own machines on
the campus.
PERSONALS
Rosa Wilcox has just re-
turned from the Carolina
and Davidson Easter dances.
Ruth Hornback has had
as her guest over the week-
end Mr. Harry Shepherd, of
Hannibal, Mo.
Edith Leavens spent Mon-
day and Tuesday at Se-
wanee.
Julia Cotton, Ida Cath-
erine Hopkins, and Hor-
tense Beare were guests at
the Vanderbilt Junior Prom
last Friday evening.
Clara Tucker has returned
to school after a most en-
joyable tour of two weeks
through the East. She
stopped at Washington and
Lee and at the United
States Naval Academy for
dances en route to Nash-
ville.
Alline Mitchener, Jean
Richardson, Mildred Mor-
rison, Jane Grice, and Mar-
garet Goodwyn spent the
week-end with the Kille-
brews.
Marjorie Kerr and Max-
ine Abbott had dinner on
Sunday at the S. A.E. House.
Louise and Pauline Bow-
den have returned to school
after attending a Sigma Chi
house party at the Univer-
sity of Georgia.
Mai'tha McCutcheon was
the guest of honor at a
bridge tea given last Sat-
urday at the Belle Meade
Country Club.
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EXCELLENT WORK BY
ENGLISH D CLASSES
Although English D has
always been considered one
of the most popular courses
in Ward-Belmont, from the
renewed interest the stu-
dents have been taking in
this subject for the past few
weeks, either more sections
will have to be made next
year or many will be turned
away.
Most of last quarter was
devoted to E. M. Hull,
George Ade, Percy Meeks,
and R. W. Chambers, whose
practical philosophy of life
and deep insight into hu-
man nature awakened great
enthusiasm on the part of
the girls.
WHAT A PLACE WARD-
BELMONT WOULD BE
IF OUR RULES WERE
CHANGED AND—
We were required to attend
all our classes each week;
We weren't allowed break-
fast cuts;
We were forbidden to use
rouge and lipsticks;
We weren't allowed to leave
the campus unchap-
eroned
;
We had no Easter vacation;
Vanderbilt men weren't al-
lowed to spend their va-
cant hours on our campus.
All this were true.
NIECE OF WOMAN GOV-
ERNOR TO ENTER
SCHOOL AT
W.-B.
We have heard from Miss
Gertrude North, our Regis-
trar, a bit of news which is
interesting. Ann Shireman,
of New York City and niece
of Miss Margaret Shireman,
Governor of New York, has
enrolled as a student of
Ward - Belmont for next
year.
FRANCES COCHRANE
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HISTORY OF THE PENNANT QUEST
HLL by her little self she did it ! Did what, you ask? How could you
be so woefully ignorant of Ward-Belmont's cherished traditions?
wp What does one do to lill one precious page of Milestones with the
likeness of one's own peculiar style of beauty? One shakes iron-
visaged campus canines until their empty sides resound hollowly ; one
pokes, pries, and burrows into all sorts of' ridiculously obscure corners and
crannies ; one skins one's dimpled knees in horrid, thorny bushes ; one
scales ladders and digs tunnels ; one emerges sooty, but triumphant with
the tin-boxed treasure which lay so meekly under the famous board walk,
sometimes known as Fashion Row, where the Seniors are wont to trip it
lightly each day. Frances did all that—and much more; but the much
more doesn't count. Others have shaken dogs with equal zealousness (and
perhaps more strength!) ; others have dug, rooted, climbed, burrowed, and
engaged in frantic search—all to no avail. It remained for little F. C, the
undaunted and unquenchable, to dig up two pages of glory and the Senior
pennant, henceforth to be dubbed by that traditional title, "The Pennant
Girl."
There is a peculiar significance in that definite article prefixed to this
honorary name. Yea, verily, is she the pennant girl—the one and only
—
for there never was another. One might say the title is as good as new
no one has ever used it ! For years three hiders from the Senior Class have
hidden their precious pennant, and six hunters from the Senior Middle
Class have hunted for it during the interval of one week. But hunt as
they might, they never had been successful; and many were beginning to
beheve the promised glory unattainable and the traditional task impossible
of fulfillment. So^it remained for one who believed, like Columbus and
other great discoverers, that because a thing hasn't been done is no reason
why it can't be done; one of unbelievable sagacity and shrewdness, patience
and perseverance, unequaled cleverness and insatiable curiosity—one in
whom all sterling qualities are met in perfect proportion (could it be oth-
erwise?)—to find the pennant.
There is a rather romantic history connected with the little Senior
streamer (and we have Mr. Berry's word for it that it isn't pure "ro-
mance"). One time (a long time ago, before the present state of civiliza-
tion had been reached) it was wickedly stolen and carried ofi" the campus,
to be found seons later deep in a day student's trunk. The irony of Fate
:
a hopeful quest made hopeless by a hope chest
!
Not so long ago some perfidious painters, who had got possession of the
secret unbidden, made away with the little tin box, probably under the
misapprehension that it contained mere money (or something as common-
place, but alas! so generally appealing!). Disappointed, they threw the
coveted treasure behind the pipe organ, where the indefatigable Mr. Bei'ry
finally found it, "covered with rust." As a result of this unfortunate hap-
pening, the Senior exchequer suffered the purchase of a new pennant.
But this year's tale is the most thrilling and romantic of all. Every one
is saying of its heroine: "It couldn't be done, but she did it." Truthfully
we can't say we never thought it of Frances, for we always expected great
things of her.
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ARCHERY AND TENNIS
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MAGISTRA MIRABILIS
{Apologies to G. S. Chappell)
I
I have the nicest teacher,
Who calls me up each day,
And says she just can't feature
Why my notebook's gone astray.
" 'Tis not right," she says weekly.
In moderate complaint;
And I agree real meekly.
And say: "I know it ain't."
II
So sweet ai'e our relations
That sometimes I forget
The difference in our stations.
And the little "E" I'll get;
I tease and coax and barter.
With teardrops in my eye.
And say: "Dear me, this, quarter
Has gone so quickly by!"
in
"It has," she'll answer gently,
"And that's not right, you know,"
By which she evidently
Means the back work I owe.
And I once more concur with
Her, and my sins condone;
I smooth her mental fur with
A kindly, cooing tone.
IV
Each week she duly tells me,
I vow to work each day;
But—O, it nearly kills me!
How time does slip away
!
And so she gently duns me.
And shows so little heat
That honestly it stuns me
To have her act so sweet.
V
Sometimes I think I'll kiss her.
For it may come to pass
That I shall sorely miss her
When I have flunked at last.
Meanwhile, with nothing doing.
For bluffing's own sweet sake,
I'm stalling to my "ruing"
—
It keeps the class awake.
!^T A''Pne'EI.ISF PRIESTERrter" Is A} tittle>rk, manner, and dr<
B
MARIETTA MOSS
"Mitzie" is Bcaatliid:
She's that, we confess.
ll
c
MARGARET GOODWYN
"Totsie" is Charm'nifj;
Ahvays at her beat.
D
ELLOWEE McKEE
I all she's blest.
JANE DA\aS
Jane Davis is Fashionable;
O, how she lures the males!
E
SARAH MARGARET COLE
"Sally" i.>i Ktficieid:
That'.s whv she never fails.
G
CLARA TUCKER
"Teddy" is Gracefvl;
How she can flit
!
H
ALLINE MITCHENER
"Mitchie" is Humorous;
What jesting, what wit!
ALMA POTTS
"Summy" is Ivdividiial;
Different—striking, too.
ZAIDEE LEE FOSTER
"Little Dee" is Jvnmle:
Though tiny, she's true.
K
MARIAN PACKARD
"Packy" is Kourteons;
Always quite polite. L
LLOYD HUSTON
Lloyd stands for Ltfen
She surely ran write.
M ELLEN
MARTIN
"Ellen" is MagmetK;
She attracts all about.
o
JULIA WARWICK
"Crip's" Optimistic;
She's ready with a gi'in
N
KATHERINE KILLEEREW
"Kiliy" is Natural
Beyond any doubt.
MARY FRANCES BYARD
"Bird" is most Popular;
All hearts she does win.
R
HELEN BARBEE
"Barby" is Regal;
Quite glorious is she.
RUTH GALLUP
"Ruthie" is Quaint,
And sweet as she can be.
IRA GATEWOOD
"Gatewood" is Southern
A true Dixie belle.
T
ELIZABETH TATMAN
"Libbie" is Tattfnl:
She handles folks well
u
JANE CAMPBELL
Jane is Undcrstan^iing;
She smiles away our tears
V
JANE GRICE
"Gricey" is Vivacious;
She peps away our fears. W MILDRED
MORRISON
Mildred is Whisowe:
So sweet and so coy.
X
IDA -MAY HOPKINS
Ida May's X-uberaiit;
Brimful of joy.
i
Y
MARIAN LINDSEY
A daughter of the blue.
FRANCES COCHRANE
•Li'l Cochrane" is Zaxlous
In all she may do.
VIRGINIA SMITH
And now for Ensemble—
The last ; of course, the best.
She has each of the other things,
She leads all of the rest.
MONITORS MEETING
The following report was brought before monitor's meeting:
MONITOR NAME
Mrs. Uly.sses Ulysses
Pisco Nero
Miss Mills Cleopatra
Irvine Van Winkle
M. F. Byard Ananias
Friday Robinson Cr
Mr. Capulet Juliet
Benjamin Joseph
Mad Hatter March Hare
Mrs. Brown Jack Spratt
Mrs. Plaskett Henry VIU
Night Watchmat Abraham Li
Libby Tatman Mrs. Rose
OFFP:t'
ent diirinj^
akfast
Twenty years latt
Playinp musical :
Improperly dressi
Sleeping^ throufrh
Making false statement in monitor
Leaving campus without permissio
Conversing with younp: man from
Wearing bright-colored coat to Ryi
Not wearing gloves to church.
Bringing sandwiches from town
Filing for two dates in the s
Studying after light bell in h
usly enthu
ubby"
;tic at the Billy Sunday
A LOTTA BUNK THEY'VE TRIED TO HAND US
That some day we'll have club houses.
That Seniors study.
That Lois Elliott spoke to an acquaintance on the campus.
That Founders goes to bed at 10:15.
That Lee Lewis knows what she's talking about.
That Ward-Belmont girls don't rouge.
That Bernice Kraft won't play.
That the movies we see were made in the twentieth century.
That dates at Ward-Belmont are knock-outs.
That Helen Barbee hasn't a permanent.
That boarding-school life is broadening.
That Nashville's a live town.
That the smoke is a screen of protection for Ward-Belmont.
That Totsy Goodwyn is in love.
That June is coming.
That I am not getting fat.
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THE KID'S KLEVER
There's no such thing as really "getting- by,"
The teachers try to tell us—how they try
!
They say that bluff's the bunk, but that's not so;
I've tricked this school for two years, and I know!
Now, take myself, for instance; I'm a "whiz"
In books in "farrin" language and "as is,"
But yet no prof. I have would e'er suspect it;
I challenge old Sherlock to detect it.
At fancy versifying I'm immense;
I'd make John Milton look like thirty cents;
But you'll not find my works, not on your life, in
That common little sheet they dub the Hyphen.
Say, if they knew how swell I play an' sing
When clubs put on a stunt or anything,
I know I'd not be safe a single minute
—
They wouldn't rest until they had me in it
!
Gee, you should oughta see me ride an' swim
!
An' yet Miss Sisson gave me "E" in gym
!
Nobody knows, but gosh! I'm ath-a-letic
—
Why, I can dance both plain an' anaesthetic!
I've hid my heavy genius in the bush.
Just to avoid being give this awful "rush;"
Though when they say I'm dumb, it sorta kills me;
I think how hard I've fooled 'em, and it thrills me!
YOUR ROOMMATE'S SWEETHEART
A roommate always has a sweetheart.
You never see the man, but she always has a picture of him.
A picture never does a roommate's sweetheart justice.
The eyes aren't quite as dark as they are in the photograph.
They are blue. Besides that, your roommate's sweethearts
Always have their own wonderful way of looking
At one. It sort of "gets you," they say. The nose is
Never that way. It is really a darling nose.
His hair is nicer, too, with a cute sort of wave. And you should just see him swim.
He has a remarkable profile and a long, lean dimple that doesn't show
In the picture. If you ever saw him, you would agree that the
Picture doesn't do him justice. Maybe you agree without
Seeing him. At any rate, you will have to take your roommate's word for it.
OUR REVISED A B C'^
Bs
Ci
D
E
F
G
1 M
Ml
Awkward "Teddy" Tucker
Bashful Ida Catherine Hopkins
Collegiate Margaret Stouffer
Doubtful Milestones Humor
Empty-headed . . Caro Christiancy
Fickle . "Woofie" Hornback
Grouchy "Crip" Warwick
Horsey "Jinny" Smith
Irritating ' Whittaker
Jumpy Margaret Ellen Douty
Kissable "Dubby"
Languishing "Bobby" Rebman
Masculine "Em" Johnson
OUR REVISED A B C'^
1 \ I 1 Naughty "Lib" Tatman
\J y 'I Obnoxious ^ "Bird" Byard
Pf. ...„ _..._.
R
iuiet "Polly" Klock
Rational "Chick" Morrison
Jj ^ Stalwart RosALis Oltorf
T
U
^ Tantalizing . Mail Boxes
1^ Unpromising Club Houses
V lAlf ^^'" • • "Peggy" Ogden
w
X
Y
Z
Winsome Louise BOWDEN
X-otic Claeice Slaton
Youthful : . Mary Cromwell Rhodes
Zealous Elizabeth Callender
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H. A. FRENCH
Dealer in
Sheet Music—Music Books
Music Satchels
Music Rolls
Music Paper
Metronomes
Saxophones
Strings, Cases
and Trimmings
for all Musical
Instruments
GO TO
FRENCH'S
Every Time jor
Everything
in the
MUSIC LINE
Violins
Banjos
Guitars
Ukuleles
Mandolins
Brass Band
Instruments
Clarionets
Drums, Etc.
All Kinds of
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Catalogs mailed free 710 Church Street
Quickest Mail Order Music House in the South or West
Out Stock Includes Everything for the Music Teacher or Student

.\I. D. A.NDtRSON
Telephone Main
617
for
Oysters, Fish, Game, and Poultry
ANDERSON
FISH & OYSTER CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
lilQ-ill Fourth Avenue, North, Nashville, Tenn.
P. 0. Box 122
TEN-E-C BRANDS
BISCUIT
CAKES
CRACKERS
CANDY
Tennessee Biscuit Co.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
JVARD-BELMONT—
Synonymous of the Best in Education!
LEBECK BROS.—
Synonymous of the best in what a De-
partment store can dofor a community.
Both of these institutions have served long and faith-
fully, and that they have served well is evidenced by
the fact that, in spite of unusually strong competition,
they stand deeply intrenched at the head of the Hst.
It is a matter of pride with us that we have the largest
stocks of merchandise in Nashville—a matter of pride
that a great many Ward-Belmont students have arranged
charge accounts with us for their convenience; that the
combination of these two elements do now and always
will identify the school's students as the best dressed
in the South.

Burn St. Bernard Coal
From Our Own Mines Direct
to the Consumers Since 1870
JAMES R. LOVE, Manager
St. Bernard Mining Company
ii-lS ARCADE \ASH\1LLE, TENN.
MAIN 3000
SCHUMACHER STUDIO
2153^ Fifth Avenue, North
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
THE ABOVE ADDRESS
A GENTLE REMINDER
YOUNG LADIES HATING
'• HAD CAMERA PORTRAITS
MADE BY
SCHUMACHER
MAY AT ANY TIME IN YEARS
TO COME II'RITE US
YOUR NEGATIVES ARE
ALWAYS ON FILE THE
COST IS INSIGNIFICANT
The
SouTH's Style Center
Everything
Ready-to-Wear
The
Women's Store
IVelcomes You!
Swing right off the cars into
WARD-BELMONT—
Tinsley's is your store. We dress
up for you—feel party-like when you
come—and the whole organization is
on edge to meet your desire for col-
lege pep styles.
CHURCH STREET AT SEVENTH AVENUE
Where you will always
find the newest things in
PATTERN HATS
STREET DRESSES
PARTY FROCKS
AND DINNER GOWNS
The Fashionable Kind That Smart Young Women Love to Wear
^^Nashville's Smartest Shop'' ''House of Courtesy"
THE REASONS
^^,
ARE ALWAYS BUSY
''Newest Styles''
''Best JVorkmanship''
"Finest Quality''
Nashville City Transfer Co., Inc.
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
Yellow Cabs : Red Top Cabs : Brown Baggage Trucks
Official Company for All Railroads and Leading Hotels
Seven-passenger Touring Cars for Sightseeing, 33.00 per hour
Baggage Agents for Ward- Belmont. Special Attention Given Stu-
dents. Baggage Checked Through to Destination
Without Extra Charge
Special Cab Rates to Ward-Belmont Students to and from the City in
Parties of Four or More
PHONE 6-0101
THE THINKING FELLOJV CALLS A YELLOJV
Jas.St.Charles&Sons
WHOLESALE
Foreign andDomestic
Fruits and Produce
City Market Phone Main 1751
710 Fourth Avenue, North
Phone Main 1553
NASHVILLE, TENN.
B. H. STIEFS
Engravins and Stationery
Department
WARD-BELMONT EMBOSSED
STATIONERY A SPECIALTY
Many Styles to select from in
Party Favors
Place Cards
Cards for Every Day
Birthdays
Christmas
Consolation
and Congratulations
Appropriate Gifts for Commencemeiit
Imlividual Slv!,:< i,, Mnnorv Triiik.-ls
Ambrose Printing Co.
Owning and Operating
DAVIE PRINTING COMPANY
Paper Novelties, Decorations,
Printing, Engraving, Die
Stamped Stationery, Visit-
ing Cards, Dance Pro-
grams, Place Cards
MANUFACTURING PLANT
3 15 CHURCH STREET
RETAIL STORE AND OFFICE
239 FOURTH AVE., N.
CURFEW MATTRESS
THE GOOD IN IT IS FELT
The Best $25.00 Mattress
in the World
manufactured and guaranteed by
Nashville Spring &
Mattress Co.
NASHVILLE - TENNESSEE
O. K.HOUCK PIANO COMPANY
219 FOURTH AVENUE, NORTH
THE ONE-PRICE PIANO HOUSE
STEINWAY PIANOS
BABY GRANDS AND UPRIGHTS
PIANOLA PIANOS VOSE AND SONS
VICTOR VICTROLAS
COMPLETE LINE OF \TCTOR RECORDS
EXCLlSn'E AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED
C. G. CONN BAND INSTRUMENTS
Nc.shviUe Memphis Little Rock
''Say it with Flowers
''
The Best that Grows
in Dixie
IF
You want first-class MEAT
you can rest assured
that we have it
Alex Warner & Son
Stall 17 Market House
Phone us zvhen you want it again
YOU ARE IVELCOME AT
"LOVEMAN'S''
THE STORE OF SIXTY YEARS
SATISFACTORY SERVICE
OUR WELCOME TO YOU
BEGINS AT THE FRONT DOOR
RUNS THROUGH EVERY SECTION
ON EVER Y FLOOR AND
LASTS ALL THE YEAR ROUND
EVERYTHING FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
FROM THE TOE OF YOUR SLIM SILKEN STOCKING
TO THE CROWN OF YOUR "SMART" LITTLE HEAD
BETTY JVJLES DRESSES
IRENE CASTLE FROCKS AND WRAPS DANBY GOWNS
WHY
So Many of Nashville's Food Distributors
let us supply them
Very often our price is less than they would pay elsewhere.
When the highest quality is desired, our products are such a pleasant
change from the ordinary standards.
Always, we endeavor to conduct our business in an atmosphere of good
will and good nature, so that when they pay their bills, it is done painlessly.
They know that, whether ihey are a keea or careless buyer, our prices are
just the same.
They know the bill will be moderate in proportion to our uncompromising
quality. They know it will just be sufficient to keep us in business—serv-
ing their needs year after year.
We refer with pride to the fact that we serve Ward-Belmont, and they are
about the keenest and most careful buyers in Nashville, requiring and de-
manding quality and service that only the best can meet.
ALLOWAY BROS.
SPECI.VLISTS IN
Quality Eggs—Milk-Jed Poultry
and
Wilson County Maid Creamery Butter
PHILLIPS & BUTTQRFF
MANUFACTURING CO.
Direct Importers of
English, French, and German Chinas
Art Potteries and Novelties
Complete Furnishers of
Dining Rooms and Kitchens of Hotels, Colleges,
Cafes, Cafeterias, and Residences
217-219-221-223 Third Avenue, North
NASHVILLE, TENN.
/
QP-̂ 7
HOTEL HERMITAGE
R. E. HYDE, Maxager
NASHVILLE'S
SOCIAL
CENTER
Fireproof
European
4^
250 Rooms 250 Baths
Rates f2.50 Per Day and Up
A collection of photographs of your friends will,
some day, give you sincere pleasure
All photographs for this publication were made by
A.J.THUSS
Photoqrapher
\k 230 455AVE..N.J Nasmvule.Tenn. Jf
^'^f^jS^jSf^''="^'ststsasstxviii'''ia^
These plates are carefully filed away and duplicate photographs at
reduced prices can be gotten at any time in the future
JOHN BOUCHARD & SONS COMPANY
Machinists, Mill Supplies, Brass and Iron Founders
1026 Harrison Street Branch, 105 Bibb Street
NASHVILLE, TENN.
"^ ^ IVIONTGOIVIERY, ALA.
Distributors Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
MECHANICAL GOODS
BOILERS—ENGINES—PUMPS
Manufacturers of LYDA BRAND LEATHER BELTING
DODGE LINE POWER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY
YORK ICE-MAKING AND REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
NEW AND SECOND-HAND MACHINERY
ACETYLENE WELDING
STEAM AND HOT-WATER HEATING
BELTING, ELEVATORS, PIPE AND FITTINGS
AMMONIA PIPE AND FITTINGS
PACKING PIPE WORK OF ALL KINDS
AMMONIA CALCIUM CHLORIDE
Everything for REFRIGERATING and ICE PLANTS
Repair Work Solicited—Prompt Attention Guaranteed
Distributors of KENTUCKY OXYGEN, HYDROGEN COMPANY'S
OXYGEN WELDING SUPPLIES
LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
We Credit Our Years in Business to a Satisfied and Appreciative Patronage
it."—Stanislaus.
' 'T's not '"n mortals to comrnar
But we'll do more, S^mpronii e'U de
WHY YOU GET BETTER PICTURES WHEN WE FINISH
YOUR KODAK WORK
A Laboratory where we finish
KODAK WORK EXCLUSIVELY
We give our entire attention to this one branch of photography, doing noth-
ing else wrhatsoever, and ctre equipped to better maintain the high standard
that we have set for QUALITY.
Our prices are the same to-day as they were before the war. When the prices
of material advanced, instead of advancing our prices we found more efficient
methods of production; therefore, not only giving you better pictures, but
w^ork at the old prices.
By running our Laboratories day and night, we are able to Bnish any order,
no matter how large or small, the day after we receive it. Mail orders fin-
ished in twenty-four hours.
Southern Photographic Laboratories
717 Second Avenue, South NASHVILLE, TENN.
* ^Nashville ^s fastest growing Department Store
'
'
^^^^^
In .the Heart of the Shopping District
Fifth Avenue at Church Street
DRY GOODS .-. READY TO WEAR
MILLINERY .-. HOME FURNISHINGS
C. T. Cheek & Sons
Wholesale
Groceries
NO. 5 CUMMINS STATION
H.J. GRIMES & CO.
215 PUBLIC SQUARE
Retailers of
FINE IRISH LINEN
NEWEST DRESS FABRICS
READY TO WEAR
Always Glad to Serve You
NASm^LLE, TENN.
Baird-Ward Printing Company
specializing in
Publications :: Catalog^s :: Booklets
150-152-154 Fourth A\-enue, North
Nashville, Tenn.
A Printing House of Proven Service
FEMININE FOOTWEAR
^
For After7ioon
For Evejimg
"For All Occasions"
NASHVILLE
CHATTANOOGA M^ii^^^iBm&VlQi^ LEX,
SHOPS
Compliments of
A Friend of J4^ard-Belmont
^
3farri5on ^ros.
FLORISTS
617 Church Street NASHVILLE, TENN.
^
NORVELL & WALLACE
LUMBER
601-609 Broadway NASHVILLE, TENN.
TELEPHONES, MAIN 35 and 36
Young Women's
Novelty Footwear
A MOST COMPLETE HOSIERY
DEPARTMENT
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
MEADORS
408 Union Street Nashville, Tennessee
CHOICEST OF CUT FLOWERS AT ALL SEASONS
Geny Brothers
Leading Florists
''Say It
with
Flowers''
lYl Fifth Avenue
Phones, Main
Remember Us PFhen You Need That 912-913
Corsage Bouquet
Always
for
Something GOOD to EAT
CALL
JACK WALTERS
&SON
(1361
Main 4511
(5962
CITY MARKET
Kleeman's
Tea Room
and Candies
329 Union Street
NASHVILLE - TENNESSEE
M.I.LUSKYJEWELRY
COMPANY
EXTENDYOUA CORDIAL
WELCOME IN THEIR
STORE
''Courtesy'' ''Reliable
512 CHURCH STREET
JVhen in Need of Anything
Electrical
Visit Our Display Room
'WE ARE ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE'
Nashville Railway & Light Co.
CALL FOR IT BY NAME
ICE CREAM
SERVED AT COLLEGE
"Made its way by the way it's made"
SAFE MILK PURE MILK
CLEAN MILK UALITY MILK
WHOLESOME MILK
iMIJ lj
,
Ml]_in j-M
= <»OOuCT3
PRODUCTS AWARDED FOUR PREMIUMS
TENNESSEE STATE FAIR
NASHVILLE PURE MILK CO.
Fourteenth and Church Street
FIFTEEN TELEPHONES 7-346 AND 7-347
Castner^s Great Apparel Sections
for Ward-Belmont Girls
EACH succeeding year Ward-Belmont girls follow in the steps
of their predecessors when they choose their apparel.
Throughout the seasons in which they are in Nashville they find
Castner's their clependable shopping center. Every need is met
under one roof, thereby saving time during shopping tours, and
money for other school needs. If you have enjoyed this service,
pass the word along to your successors.
O 1^. "V' 0> Oi O B
"The Best Plqce -to Sl\op"
AT
'i¥ tdk fl]Dp
You will find a charm of amosphere that is distinctly different.
The love of good books is embedded in the hearts of every
employee.
BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS, STATIONERY, MAGA-
ZINES, ENGRAVING, NOVELTIES, GIFTS FOR
EVERY OCCASION
216 Church Street Main 4240
Parcel-Post Orders
Given Prompt Attention
WISS
CLEANERS
Nashville''s Largest and Best Dry Cleaning
Establishment
NASHVILLE - TENN.
GJS
THE FAVORITE FUEL IS READY
TO BE TURNED ON AND USED
AS YOU TURN ON A LIGHT
COOK. HEAT WATER, LIGHT, AND HEAT WITH GAS—A CON-
VENIENCE WITHIN REACH OF ALL
Nashville Gas & Heating Company
"FINE PEOPLE TO DEAL WITH"
226-228 SIXTH AVENUE, NORTH
H^ith the Good JVishes of
A Friend of
IVard- Belmont
M. C.JENSEN
C. N. ROLFE
J. H. JECK
W. W. BENZ
JVhere Quality is Higher
than Price
Jensen & Jeck Co.
DIAMONDS, WATCHES
JEWELRY, SILVERWARE
Superior Service
WE SPECIALIZE ON
School Pins, Invitations,
Cards and Medals
Church Street at Sixth Ave.
HERBRICK & LAWRENCE
RADIO
SUPPLIES
C.\LL .4X0 SEE OUR CO.MPLETE LINE OF
.Artistic Electric Chandeliers, Lamps, Heat-
ing Pads, Thermolytes, Chafing Dishes,
Irons, Grills, Percolators, Curling Irons,
Toasters, etc. Artistic Statuary, Marble,
and Bronze. All kinds of Supplies.
We make a Specialty of Repairing
607 Church Street
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Allen-Whitfield
Paint and Glass Co.
W HOLKSALE DIS'I RI BUTORS
LOWE BROS; PRODUCTS
PRATT & LAMBERT'S
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
Phone, Main 1611 407 Church Street
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Ladies' Sporting Goods
and Accessories
Nashville's Leading Clothiers
Since 1843
416-1-22 Church Street
Xext to Maxwell House

Everybody is asking to be shown the
"RED ANCHOR" Brand of Felt Mat-
tresses, "COMFORT KING," "DIXIE
QUEEN," and "REST EASY" Springs.
To show them is to sell them, and
they sell because they satisfy. Noth-
ing else but high quality of material
and superior ^vorkmanship could win
such popularity.
They are for sale by first-class fur-
niture dealers in seventeen different
States. Take no substitute. Insist on
the "RED ANCHOR" Brand.
Write for Catalog
MANUFACTURED BY
Anchor Spring & Bedding Co.
Wholesale Only
NASHVILLE, TENN.
w^^/'^mm
A Choice Morsel for your
Breakfast put up in one pound
sanitary sealed bo.xes.
PUT UP BY
POWER PACKING PLANT
NASHVILLE, TENN.
"The Man's Store
Where Women Shop"
Exclusive Agents for
A. G. SPALDING & BRO.'S
Well-known Line of
SPORTING GOODS
RIDING HABITS
BATHING SUITS
\\ard-Belmont Belts and Buckles
^\-lkvays PUasc'd to Shozi' You"
C£atK^i^^(/u/numje44
619-621 Church St
"Good to the last drop''
Maxwell House
is now the largest selling
High-Grade Coffee
Cheek-Neal
Coffee Company
ONLY THE BEST QUALITIES
OF SILKS AND WOOLENS
ARE SHOWN AT
THIS STORE
ASK FOR THE NEWEST SILK
CREPES, GEORGETTES
AND SILKS
Fine Woolens and Linens a Specialty
THOMPSON & COMPANY
Fifth Avenue
XASHMLLE, TEXX.
WARD-BELMONT'S
FAVORITE CANDY
Made Daily in a Sanitary Candy
Kitchen for a Discriminating
Patronage
Mail Orders Filled ihe Same Day as Reeehed
323 L'^nion Street
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Satsuma Tea Room
Luncheon and Diniu
TABLES RESERVED
ON REQUEST
and
SPFXIAL ATTEXTIOX GUEX TO
PARTIES
Main 4575 Main 9400
Greeting Cards Fraiiu-J Motlors
\\'ard-Belmont girls will
always be especially wel-
comed at the BLUE
RIBBON SHOP, where
seasonable favors, per-
sonal gifts, and novelties
are on display for their
selection.
BLUE RIBBON SHOP, Inc.
Xo. ? Arcade
Main 2SS1
Framed Pictures Fine Stationerv
Best Wishes
from
Blackwood
Tire Co.
Compliments of
Foster & Parkes Co.
XASH\'ILLE. TEXX.
EXCLUSIVE
Steel Embossed Stationery
Engraving
For Clubs and Social Events
Dance Programs
NESCO OIL COOK STOVES
Lucas Paints and Varnish
HARDWARE
ROOFING and FENCING
Criag & Shoffner
Hardware Co.
Main 311 305-8 Second Avenue, North
Cook
IF IT'S TO
Eat^
Drink/
with
with I out of
WE HAVE IT
Hotel, Restaurant, Cafeteria, Col-
lege, and Institu'ion Equipment
a Specialty
Refrigerators for Hotels, Institu-
tions, Butchers, and Grocers
McKay-Cameron Co.
" lit' sell for less'
'
214 Third Avenue, North
NASHVILLE - TENNESSEE
Phone, Main 2822
Timothy' S
ON THIRD AVENUE
NEAR THE SQUARE
-Sell-
Carpets, Curtains, and Rugs
and are headquarters for
Silks and Suits
HEADQUABTEK5
for
SPORTING GOODS
We restring Tennis Rackets on
One Day's notice
KEITH, SIMMONS & CO.
412-414 UNION STREET
WHITE'S
Trunks and Leather
Goods
T, c i 609 Church Street
1 wo Stores t, . ,
/ 21 Arcade
Phone, 7-0954
MclNTYRE FLORAL CO.
HIGE-GRADE
CUT FLOWERS AND
PLANTS
H'fdding Decorations Floral Designs
1502 Broadway NASHVILLE, TENN.
Phone Main- .1285 ILi Fifth Avexue, North
"Service that Serves"
ROCK CITY ELECTRIC CO.
Everything Electrical
J. C. CAMPBELL, Manager
NASHMLLE, TENN.
EARLY-CAIN CO.
179 Second Avenue, North
Importers and Manufacturers oj
SADDLES, BRIDLES
AND HORSE GOODS
ErERYTHING for THE HORSE
Hay Market Mills
Geo. W. Spotswood & Co.
MANUF.VCTURKSS OF
CHOICE BRANDS OF PEARL
AND CREAM MEAL, GRAHAM
OR WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR
HAY MARKET SQUARF.
Telephone, Main 684 Nashville, Tenn.
///.enny /or yoccr //, '"/ A/i
— 1 more for postage
- 2 more for Dixie St
own name and adc
gram synthetically
itionery with your
ress, or your mono-
embossed thereon
= a dandy letter to
you are thinking.
the friend of \ horn
Thank yo ( for your pas 1 pa ronage
SixxB Statinnerg (En.
\ A sii\-|i,i !: I'l' \\
At Fountains
SPURLOCK=NEAL CO.
Wholesale "Druggists
NASHVILLE TE.NN.
Com t^lunoits of
BERRY, DEMOVILLE& CO.
DRUGS
XASH\"ILI.E - TEXXESSEE
Katie Sloan: "See Dan?"
Marian Sullivan : "No, a coupe.'
51,646 BOOKS
NFJF AND SECONDHAND
RARE AND CHEAP
FOR S.\LE BY
PAUL HUNTER
The Poor Bookseller
at 401J4 Church Street, NASHVILLE. TENN.
The Maxwell House is Opposite
A NOTE TO PARENTS
^ Do the teachers in your community school
read the Peabody Journal of Education?
Does it come regularly to \'our school or
community library.'
This bimonthly Journal publishes short,
practical articles in all fields of expert in-
struction.
Subscription price, 32.00 per year.
Peabody Journal of Education
Xashville, Texxessee
''The Strongest Fire Insurance
Agency m Nashville''
Davis, Bradford
& Company
INSURANCE
Established 1867
American National Bank
Nashville, Texx.
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